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SHA ff4 6 EDIJCATIONAL SUCCES

"Sha.ing Educational Success" is the name given to an
effort by the ESEA Title Ill community to share in the
identification, validation and dissemination of innovative
educaticnal practices. It is also the theme of this year's
Annual Report.



March 75, 1974
Dear Mr. President:

The National Advisory Co. ncil on Supplementary Centers arid Services
presents its Sixth Annual Report on the status of Title III of the El,irnentary and
Secondary Education Act,

Our recommendations are brief and c..nter around the need to continue
and to improve Title III. As the portion of ESEA providing local school districts
with the seed money they need to find innovative answers to educational
problems, Title III has proved its worth.

Although much has been accomplished since Title !Il was introduced in
1965, more attention needs to be paid to disseminating information on Title
III projects that work. Part of our report deals v nth that very theme. We cite
107 exemplary projects that have been identified and validated for the use of
other school districts. The projects provide exemplary models in areas as
diverse as special education, teacher,'staff development, early childhood edu-
cation and individualized instruction.

In addition to validation by teams of experts provided through a state-
coordinated effort, the Council asked noted educators to assess the signifi-
cance of the projects against the backgrcund of their own broad experience.
Their views are presented in this report. They stress the importance of provid-
ing greater visibility and practical of successul Title III projects.

During the past year, the Title III community contributed greatly to the
identification of educational practices. Increased emphasis should now be
given to the development of positive strategies that bring school districts with
educational needs into contact with successful projects. Only when this im-
portant step is performed will Title III fulfil the intent of the Congress.

We have only skimmed the surface of identifying the Yea Ith of resources
to be found in Title III. Therefore, the Council strongly 1 ecoi .mends that funds
be made available to take an in-depth look at the whole of Title III with the
focus on "Improving Education Through Innovation." We could then use
the experience gained in eight years of Title III operation to guide our course
for the future.

Respectfully submitted,

Arthur Ballantine
Chairman

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C.
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Schools and )ciety must take on a new view of educationwhat kind of a
person is needed in a world of rapid change and how can the schools most
effectively cont : :cute to the development of those characteristics?

M. Frances Klein
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Recommendations

Recommendations to the President and the Congress for
carrying forward and strengthening the role of innovation in
education:

1. That Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act be extended for a minimum of four years.

2. That funding for ESEA Title III be specifically earmarked
at a level sufficient to meet those identified educational
needs within the states that call for innovative solutions.

3. That the portion of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act containing the formerly designated Title III
be entitled "Innovation and Improvement."

4. That an adequate national system be established to col-
lect, evaluate and disseminate information and materials
on innovation in education.

5. That fu.ds be made available for an in-depth look at the
whole of Title III with the focus on "Improving Education
Through Innovation."
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Recommendations

Recommendation No. 1

THAT Title Ill of the Elementary and . econdary Educa-
tion Act be extended for a minimum of fou- years.

Title VII is meeting the intent of Congress by funding
innovative projects in response to the education p.ob-
lems identified by local school districts. Title III is
based on the principle that a legitimate national
interest exists in continuing sustained im: rovement in
education. It touches the educational live of children,
teachers, administratorsall of whom 'ify as learn-
ers in innovative projects. It touches eve.. a' area of the
curriculum where change is desirable. It affirms the
role of the federal government as stimulator and cata-
lyst in this effort.

Title III is meeting the needs of students, school staff
and school districts. In FY 1973, Title III projects were
making an impact in the areas of special education,
early childhood education, teacher/staff developm-mt,
individualized instruction, environmental education,
reading instruction and her curriculum areas. The
table indicates the amor it of participation.

Title Ill is meeting the challenge of educational
change. It is the only federal program of its kind. It
provides seed mon-, / for the use of local school
districts in meetir.g the persistent educational r rob-
lems they identifyproblems for which no local money
is available. The innovative projects undertaken by
Title III range from identification and diagnosis of the

learning problems of preschoolers to alternative struc-
tures and systemwide change in school administration.
Title III provides a "better idea" with a chance to
develop. The impact of Title III has not been fully
realized, but the effort to identify and validate exem-
plary practices is an important step in providing any
school district with ,."-t effective, proven model in
meeting similar needs.

Title III makes a return on investment over a short
period of time. Four years is the minimum amount of
time that should be stipulated in ESEA legislation.

Recommendation No. 2

THAT funding for Title Ill be specifically earmarked at
a level sufficient to meet those identified educational
needs within the states that call for innovative solutions.

Approximately 5,000 innovative and exemplar/ projects
have been funded during the eight-year period, 1965-
73. Yet the demand vastly exceeds the amount of
funds available. For each project approved for funding
by the states, from 3 to 12 must be turned down, due
to the insufficient funding level.

The discrepancy in funding for Title III, in particular,
and for education, in general, indicates that education
is the only area of our national life that we expect to
function and keep up with change without providing
the funds to make that change possible.

Particivtion in ESEA Title III
Fiscal Year 1973

Students
DIRECT PARTICIPATION

Teachers
Elementary Secondary Elementary Secondary

Public 3,258,904 2,439,831 168,512 90,242
Nonpublic 372,958 150,551 9,578 3,994

Total 3,631,862 2,590,382 178,090 94,236

INDIRECT PARTICIPATION

Students Teachers
Elementary Secondary Elementary Secondary

Public 6,816,254 5,377,342 258,929 159,817
Nonpublic 667,363 391,180 32,380 9,822

Total 7,483,617 5,768,522 291,309 169,639

Information from U.S.I Office o.' Education.
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The graph illustrates the discrepancy between the
amount of the authorization and the appropriation for
Title III since the inception of E'..",'L/

Year Authorization Appropriation
Per Cent of

Funding

1966 $100,000,000 $ 75,000,000 75
1967 175,000,000 135,000,000 72
1968 500,000,000 187,876,000 38
1969 512,500,000 164,876,000 32
1970 550.000,000 116,393,000 21
1971 550,000,000 143,243,000 27
1972 575,000,000 146,248,000 25
1973 605,000,000 171,393,000* 28
1974 605,000,00') 146,393,000 24

" Includes $25 million in impounded funds, released Dec. 18,
1973.

If funds for innovation are thrown into the general
education pot at the state level, we may see innova-
tion become a low priority item due to the pressures
brought to bear on state education funds. This must
not happen. Funds that are specifically intended for
inrovative purposes under Title III must be specifically
earmarked for that purpose to assur that states carry
out the intent of Congress.

Recommendation No. 3

THAT the portion of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act providing for innovation, i.e., Title Ill be
entitled "Innovation and Improvement."

The name used to designate Title III, "Supplementary
Educational Centers and Services, and Guidance, Coun-
seling, and Testing," does not refiect the focus of the
innovative work being done in Title III projects around
the country. In addition, the current title is cumber-
some. Title III should have a name to match its pur-
pose: "Innovation and Improvement."

By the same token, the currently designated title,
"National Advisory Council on Supplementary Centers
and Services" should he changed to "National Advi-
sory Council on Innovation in Education."

Recommendation No. 4

THAT an adequate national system be established to col-
lect, evaluate and disseminate information and materials
on innovations in education.

Title III has accomplished much during its brief his-
tory, yet it does not enjoy high visibility. Part of the
reason is the poor visibility given it by the U.S. Office
of Education.

Information about innovative approaches and projects
frequently has limited circulation. While the states do

an exemplary job of disseminating information on
projects located within state borders, no comparable
system of dissemination exists at the national level.

The states show strong commitment to change, as
engendered in Title III. They were the leaders the
move to identify and validate exemplary project,. The
intent behind the validation process is to facilitate
adoption of innovative practices. The process can be
improved and expanded through commitment by the
U.S. Office of Education to match the pace set by the
states in FY 1973. With such improvement and ex-
pansion, however, consideration must be given to
ad !quate dissemination activities.

We recommend that adequate funds be provided for
a national system of collecting, evaluating, packaging
and disseminating information and materials resulting
from Title III projects. Such a system should provide
for adequate personnel, who can match needs with
available solutions, provide orientation and training in
use of the exemplary practice and follow-up and
evaluation services.

Recommendation No. 5

THAT funds be made available for an in-depth look at
the whole of Title III with the focus on "Improving Edu-
cation Through Innovation."

The experience of eight years of Title III operation
should be tapped as a source of ideas for the future
course of the innovative category of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act.

Title III has been amended three times since its pas-
sage in 1965. Yet, a comprehensive look at what has
been accomplished, neglected or bypassed has not been
undertaken. Three examples of state and local activi-
ties that deserve recognition and stronger support
include some effective dissemination strategies, the
advent of stronger needs assessment and evaluation,
and the supportive role played by many advisory
councils. At the same time, additional recognition and
support must be given to the participation of non-
public schools in Title III programs.

At the national level, the new emphasis on the diffu-
sion of exemplary Title i!I practices, with funds pro-
vided under Section 306 of Title III, is encouraging
and worthy of consideration as a possible national
diffusion technique.

The program is now facing change that could catapult
it into a new era. Now is the time for a reckoning.
Only by having a chance to view the program in its
entirety can we hope to make maximum benefit of
both the successes and the shortcomings of Title
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What's Working in Title III

Various federal programs aim at stimul. ting the im-
provement of education at the state and local level. In
many cases, they are producing significa it changes in
learner achievement. Others are criticized for doing too
little, too late.

Title III's emphasis on innovation allows an important
concept to come into play: federal dollars can be
focused on innovative ways to prewInt problems before
they reach the crisis stage. This is a much more realis-
tic way to meet learners' needs than doing patchwork
through remediation.

However, a regrettably weak area in almost all federal
programs, including Title III, is in sharing information
on approaches that work and those that don't. We think
the potential for change is great when information is
recdily available on what and where something is being
tried, evaluated or working, as well as its cast and
whether it would work in another similar situation. By
sharing and implementing preventive programs, for in-
stance, many of the needs for remedial education should
be substantially reduced.

Sharing information, products and expertise from ex-
emplary Title III projects is the raison d'être for Title
III's effort in identifying and validating practices that may
facilitate constructive change in the ration's schools.

Participation in the validation process is voluntary;
each project and state decides if it wants to participate.
The process works in the following manner: The local
educational agency nominates its project for possible
validation, based on three criteria: effectiveness, cost ana
exportability. The state educational agency reviews the
evidence presented by the project to determine if an

8

on-site visit by an out-of-state validation tea-1 is war-
ranted. The validation team, a minimum of three persons
selected and trainLd in a c operative effort by the states,
reviews and rates evidence presented by the project and
validates the practice as exemplary if it meets a prede-
termined level of acceptability.

Through this process, 107 Title III projects were vali-
dated in 1973. With the release of a brochure briefly
describing the projects, interest zoomed. Requests for
additional information poured into project offices; visi-
tors increased at project sites. Clearly, educators are
interested in finding out about and adopting successful
innovations.

In the following section of the reoort, six educators
analyze the projects selected by the state validation
teams. The critique on the eight reading projects was
not completed in time to be included in this report.
A description of one of the reading projects, "Pegasus,"
is included. tie critiques provide valuable insights into
the relationship of ,he validated projects to the particu-
lar areas of concern, which include individualized in-
struction, special education, teacher/staff development,
early childhood education, environmental education, and
academic and special curriculum. They generally endorse
the validators' judgments, while noting the strongest and
weakest parts of the projects. They highly recommend
widespread dissemination of information nn the projects.
That's our purpose in presenting the critiques. Each is
followed by a brief description of one of the validated
projects. The list of all 107 projects validated in 1973
appears in the Appendix.



Critique by M. Frances Klein

Individualized Instruction

Few terms have received the recognition and accept-
ance among educators, students and the lay public as in-
dividualized instruction. Books, monographs, articles and
research reports have been written on the topic in great
abundance over the past decades. In spite of being a
widely accepted term, individualized instruction has
proved to be difficult and elusive to implement. This is
partly because it is a complex of facets in theory and in
implementation.

Definitions of individualized *nstruction naturally place
prime emphasis upon the continuous progress of each
individual, based on his needs, interests and abilities.
The individual, rather than the class, is seen as the prime
focus for the planning of instruction. Yet, individualized
instruction continues to be open to varying interpreta-
tions. Sometimes, individualized instruction is taken to
mean an independent study course for all students. Oc-
casionally, it is taken to mean a different cu'riculum for
every student in the school.

For the purposes of this critique, a broad definition
has been accepted whereby curricula and instruction are
planned for and by each individual studentin an at-
tempt to meet his unique needs, interests and abilities. It
encompasses not only independent study, but group
work as a part of each student's program since social in-
teraction skills are needed by every person. It does not
mean a totally different curriculum for each student, al-
though each student will probably experience a some-
what different one even from the same stimuli. It does
mean that each student will be recognized as a unique
person, with his education responsive to his uniqueness.

Perhaps one reason that individualized instruction has
been so widely accepted is its agreement with a basic
societal value in our culturethe respect for and the
recognized value of each individual. Historically, our
democratic society has reaffirmed our belief that each
person has inherent value and dignity. Certainly such a
view is essential in today's pluralistic society.

Individualized instruction agrees with the current em-
phasis on minority rights. Blacks, American Indians, Ori-
entals, Chicanos and women are demanding that they
receive equal opportunity and responsibility. This in turn
is making demands upon the educational system.
Uniqueness must be recognized and provisions made for
it. We have passed the era of the American melting pot
where diversity was to be erased in favor of a common
American culture. Now there is a deliberate attempt to
preserve the diversity among us and not reduce people
to a common mold.

Other forces in our society supporting individuali-
zation are the current concerns over self-identity and hu-
maneness in relation to the technological aspects of our
culture. Students are rebelling against just being a num-

Dr. M. Frances Klein ;s currently serving as lecturer and director
of the Curriculum Inquiry Center in the Graduate School of
Education, University of California/Los Angeles. She also is

director of a curriculum study for IlD/E/A/. Dr. Klein is co-
author of Looking Behind the Classroom Door, Recommenda-
tions for Curriculum and Instructional Materials, Early School-
ing in the United States.

ben in a computer. They are rebelling against a curricu-
lum within an institution they considee to be irrelevant
for their concerns and interests.

With such concerns and forces operating within the
larger society, it is not surprising that almost any set of
educational goals and objectives will recognize and pro-
vide for the full development of each individual student.
Individualization of instruction follows quite logically. It
could be expected, then, that a large number of proj-
ects applying for Title III funds would involve individual-
ization of instruction.

Overview of the Projects
A number of common themes and procedures occur

in the 18 validated projects on individualized instruction.
At the same time, each project is unique and has its
own definition and interpretation of how to individualize
instruction. The validation of each project reinforces the
varied emphases which can and have been given to indi-
vidualized instruction.

Great gaps can occur between what has been pro-
posed for and by schools and what occurs in implemen-
tation. However, the visitation and certification of each
validated project by an external team has significantly
minimized and, in some cases, eliminated this concern.
The projects demonstrate considerable agreement be-
tween what they proposed to do to individualize instruc-
tion and what they actually did in operation.

Diagnosis and Prescription:
Important First Steps

One pervasive theme among the projects is hat in-
struction should be based upon a diagnosis and
prescription cycle. The individual student is diagnosed by
a skilled teacher or resource person for the purpose of
determining his learning needs and accomplishments
what he has learned, where he is in his learning at the
present time and where he needs to go next. With
knowledge of this diagnosis, the teacher develops an ed-
ucational prescription to help the student achieve his
next le-arning steps. Some projects make evaluation ex-
plicit in this cycle, although it is implicit in all. After th
educational prescription has been put into practice, stu-
dents are evaluated to see what growth has bet ri
achieved. Then the entire cycle is begun again. The proj-
ects view such a cycle as a basic requirement in the in-
dividualization of instruction.

Prescription, diagnosis and evaluation appear to be
done by the teacher in nearly all of the validated proj-
ects. The teacher is very much in charge of the instruc-
tional process. The child appears to have limited choices
and control over his education in most of the projects.

Affective Development: How Important?
Many of the projects are concerned with the affective

development of students. This usually takes the form of
improved attitudes toward self and toward the school.
Such concern agrees with the current emphasis in educa-
tion on the development of values, attitudes and inter-
ests as well as the cognitive development of each stu-
dent.
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Most of the projects do not take into consideration
student attitudes toward the primary subject matter, This
is an important omission in my opinion. It is possible
that students are learning the skills involved in readi.ig
and writing, but the projects usually did not study
whether students are enjoying the process of reading;
whether they choose to write when they are given
choices; and how much they are using the library facili-
ties available to them. These are examples of equally im-
portant affective behaviors which should be evaluated.

Staff Development: A Basic for
Individualization

Staff development is a common activity within the
projects and a basic ingredient to the success of most of
the projects. Teachers, principals, resource personnel and
even parents were given special training to enable them
to become more competent. What was actually done
and who was included varied from project to project,
but staff development was a procedure common to all.

The projects' focus on staff development seems to in-
dicate that the typical teacher is not rrepared to individ-
ualize instruction without further training. The validated
projects must have had highly successful inservice pro-
grams or the changes which have been validated
probably would not have occurred.

The projects contain a wealth of significant ideas for
staff development, which could serve as a 'remendous
resource for districts that want to improve their inservice
education programs. Such inservice training programs are
scarce. The 18 projects overcame this professional handi-
cap.

Rela,ed to the inservice program are implicit directions
for pre,ervice education. For instance, a forward-looking
teacher education program could include the following
basic ele nents: knowledge of skills continua, how to
manage individualized instruction, ability to use a variety
of instructional )dpi. Preservice education will never
be able to fully develop a professional teacher, however.
It must be followed by the continued development of-
fered in a strong inservice program.

The projects provide the classroom teachers something
which can be easily overlooked as a reward for hard
workprofessional recognition. The professional recogni-
tion given to the teachers in these projects may have
been a significant factor in the projects' success.

Individualization: By Conten. Time,
Space, Materials

A strand common to the projects is a major concern
for the skill subjects. Reading, language arts and mathe-
matics are the most common subjects which the projects
individualized. Some projects mention other subjects
such as social studies, science, art and humanities, but
these were not a part of the evaluation design included
in the projects' validation reports. Tk, what extent these
subjects were individualized is not

The skill subjects are sometimes considered the most
basic content in the elementary school curriculum. They
also may be considered as easier to individualize be-
cause a sequence can be defined for thema common
activity for the projects. These continua were presumably
used as a basis for diagnosis, prescription and evaluation
for each child. A student's progress in the skill subjects
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can be tracked more easily than through subjects such
as social studies or science which do not have such clear
sequential structures.

The element which received the greatest amount of in-
dividualization in the skill subjects was time. Each stu-
dent was allowed to proceed through the given continua
or a common bank of skills according to his own pace.
A few of the projects recognize and attempt to deal with
other elements of individualization such as learning
modes.

A caution is in order: Schools must be careful to pro-
vide all children with a rich curriculum containing many
subject areas and not just a math or a reading curricu-
lum to the exclusion of other important !earnings.

Some of the projects indicate some concern for open-
ness in educationan attempt to make the use of time,
space and materials less rigid and arbitrary. Presumably,
openness makes the iesources of education more re-
sponsive to the individual.

A few projects also express an explicit concern for the
climate of the school and classroom (Salt Lake City,
Utah, and Concord, N.H.). This recognition of clin.ate
suggests an awareness that individualization means more
than merely defining the sequence of skills in reading or
mathematics. The total environment of the classroom
and the school support individualization.

The Validated Projects:
Similarities and Differences

Most of the validated prcjects deal with individuali-
zation in the elementary schools. Attempts to individual-
ize at the secondary level are mentioned in only a few
of the projects: Tyler, Tex.; Goshen, Wyo.; and Provi-
dence, R.I.

Other characteristics that can be clearly identified in
all projects include behavioral objectives, an evaluation
design and cost accounting for effectiveness. These are
emphasized by the funding agency and all validation re-
ports include them.

The differences among the projects appear to be more
of degrees than of distinct qualities. The two most
unique seem to be the Washington, D.C., project which
attempted to involve parents in the schooling of their
children and the Alternative Learning Project in Provi-
dence, R.I., which used the community as a part of the
secondary level.

The projects vary in degrees along several common
characteristics. Some took on much broader concerns of
individualization than did others. For example, project
U-SAIL in Salt Lake City, Utah, was concerned with lan-
guage arts, mathematics, science and humanities while
A New Adventure in Learning in Tallahassee, was
primarily concerned with language arts. The pr, iect in
Concord, N.H., was concerned with all students while
the project in Sioux Falls, S.D., was concerned with
young students who were potential dropouts. The proj-
ect in Daytona Beach, Fla., individualized the teaching of
mathematics through an instructional mode emphasizing
teaching tapes, supplemented by small and large group
instruction, while U-SAIL developed over 4,000 learning
modules with a variety of instructional modes. Some
projects explore a systems approach (U-SAIL); some in-
cluded a process of planning for change (Concord, N.H.,
and Tyler, Tex.); some had more comprehensive and
creative evaluation designs (Concord, N.H , and Wayne,
N.J.).



Dissemination and Diffusion Strategies

The projects often use a systems approach for dissemi-
nation (Salt Lake City, Utah; Hackensack, N.J.; and Con-
cord, N.H.) as opposed to a simplistic approach. In most
projects, emphasis is placed on the adaptation of the
project as a whole, or of portions of it, rather than as a
recipe to be followed in order to improve American ed-
ucation. This is a sound approach. Projects seem to view
their local situation as unique and make accommodation
for the uniqueness rather than make attempts to erase or
reduce this variabilityif possible. Thus, the dissemina-
tion process recognizes and values local schools.

Significant products developed by a number of proj-
ects which could be easily transferred are the various
continua of math and reading skills. They probably are
critical in attempts to individualize math and reading,
and all interested schools should have access to them.
Their acceptance or adaptation could facilitate the devel-
opment of individualized instruction across the country.

Some projects emphasize the process of change within
their own development. Tyler, Tex., is a notable example
since it deliberately specified change procedures. Docu-
mentation of how the projects changed internally as they
developed could be a significant contribution to educa-
tion. An awareness of factors and procedures contrib-
uting to and impeding change are extremely important
in dissemination/diffusion attempts by projects.

The extent to which projects involved groups otter
than professional staff is difficult to determine. Most
projects included activities to inform parents of their
work, and some involved parents as an inherent part of
their program (Washington, D.C.; Portsmouth and Provi-
dence, R.I.; and Moore, Okla.). Other than involving or
informing parents, however, there appeared to be little
consideration of other groups in developing projects.

There is some e ' idence that the projects have had
some effects on other parts of the schools in which they
were located, on other schools in the district and, to a
more limited degree, on other schools in the geographi-
cal region. Some projects indicated that other schools
were considering or implementing all or part of their
approach (Concord, N.H., and Valdosta, Ga.).

A major consideration in any dissemination/diffusion
effort is the necessity for creation of a supportive envi-
ronment. This factor has been documented as a necessity
for programs advocating change. Creating a supportive
environment may be done in a variety of ways, but the
changes need to be nurtured carefully both within the
school and by the larger community.

Careful consideration should be given to what can be
realistically exported from these projects. All of the proj-
ects have extensive developmental histories. These may
be a critical variable which cannot be easily exported.
They can serve, however, as models of excellence which
other schools might consider and build on.

Recommendations for the Future

The 18 validated projects exemplify individualization
of instruction and demonstrate that schools can do it.

The following recommendations are made not to belit-
tle in any way the significant progress by the 18 projects,
but to suggest what else might be considered:

1. individualization should be developed along many
dimensions.

One characteristic which most projects held in com-
mon is that individualization occurs in terms of pacing.
A few projects investigated individualization along other
dimensions. Portsmouth, R.I., individualized learning
modes; Blackfoot, Idaho, individualized instructional
modes; and Sal, Lake City, Utah, and Moore, Okla., ten-
tatively explored individualization in subjects other than
mathematics and reading. Based on information con-
tained in the validation reports, however, subject areas
other than math and reading were not included in the
evaluation designs for the projects.

Individualization should now be explored in the social
studies, science, art, music, physical education and all
other subject areas offered by schools. It should not be
limited to reading, tunguage arts and mathematics.

Individualization should also be explored in terms of
other elements of schooling. Goals or objectives might
be individualized to a greater extent. For example, stu-
dents may differ in their goalsgaining an in-depth
knowledge of geology; being proficient in foreign lan-
guages; becoming an involved citizen by participating in
a community action program. Individualization should
occur in terms of content studied, learning activities pro-
vided, the kind of evaluation conducted, and the re-
sources and instructional modes used for learning.

As examples of individualizing content, social studies
could allow students to study a variety of cultures and
yet develop understandings about the interdependence
of humankind. General science could provide for an
array of specific fields of science from which students
could select, and yet all could develop some basic skills
in scientific methodology.

A variety of instructional modes should be offered for
individualization: independent study, small group inter-
action, large group presentations, lectures, discussions,
experiments and inquiry. Individualization could include
a multitude of activities for and by students: reading
books, taking field trips, building models, consulting ex-
perts, creating artistic products, producing charts and
diagrams, discussing films, filmstrips and study prints.

Evaluation could be individualized by various means of
determining student progress. One student might be
given an objective test, another an essay to write, an-
other a diagram to produce or another an interview.

The matching of personality characteristics between
teachers and children should be explored for individuali-
zatio.i. Some students learn best from a warm, suppor-
tive, nondirective teacher; others learn best from a
teacher who is strict, upholds 'nigh standards and places
demands for learning on students. Which teachers are
warm and supportive or brisk and demanding should be
consciously identified and matched with students who
learn best from such teachers.

Some of the 18 projects tentatively investigated a few
of the above dimensions; other did little or nothing with
them. All of these dimensions should now come under
serious investigation. With such exploration, individuali-
zation occurs not just in instruction, but along other di-
mensions of schooling as well.

2. Personalization of education should be imple-
mented.

Personalization as defined by some educators today
seems to include individualization as has been devel-
oped by the 18 projects, plus individualization along the
other dimensions named above. Personalization also
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seems to meat more than individualization and includes
at least two new elements: students have a choice of
real alternatives in the school program, and they have le-
gitimate decision-making power over their education.

In the concept of personalization, the student receives
guidance and practice in choosing among alternatives
and in making decisions.

A few of the 18 projects were concerned about per-
sonalization as defined here: Providence, R.I.; Lynchburg,
Va.; and Goshen, Wyo. Some of the projects put into
operation a personalized program for each student to
the extent of their resources, but these attempts were
quite limited.

3. The types of procedures and devices used to evalu-
ate the effects of individualization and personaliza-
tion should be broadened.

The validation reports contain a narrow range of eval-
uation instruments and procedures to assess the
attainment of program objectives. Also, the designs of
the 18 projects are rather restricted in terms of what was
to be evaluated and how. (Wayne, N.J., is the notable
exception and seems to have a creative evaluation de-
sign.) Undoubtedly, the state of the field in evaluation
affects the designs developed and the decisions made.
The desire for "hard scientific" data or "empirical" data
also influences what is evaluated and how.

Objective, standardized tests were the most commonly
used and accepted instruments by the projects and vali-
dation teams. These instruments were appropriate to as-
sess Oa progress being made by students in reading and
math skills. Almost all of the projects, however, showed
concern for the affective development of their students.
Objective, standardized instruments are not always avail-
able for some of these concerns and some of the instru-
ments available do not always possess high validity and
reliability. Although the difficulties in evaluating affective
development must be recognized, they should not be al-
lowed to minimize this important concern.

Subjective data in terms of observations, judgments by
anal opinions of professional people may be the only
docpmentation available for significant aspects of affec-
tive development. For example, in the two on-site visits i

made, significant developments had occurred in the
affective development of students, but they were difficult
to document. Principals in Sait Lake City, Utah, men-
tioned the dramatic reduction in children being sent to
the office for misbehavior. The warm, supportive human
relationships among children and staff in an interracial
school in the Southern city of Tallahassee, Fla., was very
evident to me as an observer. The color of one's skin
did not matter in that school. These are highly significant
educational achievements, bet ones which cannot be
documented by objective, standardized tests. Provision
must be made to document growth and evaluate prog-
ress in all areas of development.

4. Objectives or goals of a broader nature should be
included in new designs for educational proFams.

In nearly all of the projects, evidence is available to
indicate that with individualization of instruction, stu-
dents can be taught reading and math skills both affec-
tively and efficiently. This is significant doc..inentation.
Now, however, schools should be charged to maintain
skill development and to extend their effei is to broader
types of behaviors. For example, enjoyment of reading,
skills in learning how to learn, developing values and in-
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quiry skills, empathy for humankind, and positive atti-
tudes toward learning are equally importart to students.

The school' should now devote their resources to de-
veloping ways of documenting increments in growth and
formally evaluating student achievement in the broader
behaviors with which education is concerned. These
broader behaviors require more time to develop than
specific skills in the subject areas. Thus, a year may not
be enough time to show growth in developing values
and attitudes Evaluation must become more longitudinal
and a variety of procedures and devices must be utV:ed
to evaluate growth in broad goals of schooling.

5. Schools should carefully nurture conditions which
will foster desirable changes in education.

Investigating new ways of evaluating and developing
broader objectives requires a departure from some ac-
cepted conventions in schools. Those who are willing to
deviate from the "tried and true" to explore new ideas
and procedures should do so in a suvi:ortive environ-
ment. The atmosphere must be one where mistakes can
occur and be corrected, where concern for student and
teacher growth is always paramount, and where the re-
sources of the school are committed to assisting each
student in obtaining the best possible education.

6. The financial support for education should be in-
creased.

The reports of the 18 projects could be considered as
aspects of excellence in education. Yet, each project re-
quired financial assistance beyond what is normally avail-
able to schools in order to achieve that degree of excel-
lence. This strongly suggests that if students are going
to have the kind of education we desire for themand
that they need in order to function effectively in a

democracymore resources must be made available for
education. School staffs need additional financial re-
sources to help them gain access to new knowledge,
concepts and procedures, to put the information to use
in the local situation, and to evaluate the new knowl-
edge and implementation. New ways to utilize these re-
sources are also needed. The Tyler, Tex., project, for ex-
ample, appeared to achieve significant changes in
schools by utilizing limited resources in a rather innova-
tive way.

7. A new vision of education should be developed in
which education is seen as a process rather than a
product.

We should be less concerned with what we teach a
child and more concerned with the kind of person we
are helping to develop. Schools have been and rightfully
should be concerned with helping students learn certain
basic knowledge and skills that our society considers es-
sential. With the knowledge explosion, however, we can-
lot begin to teach the accumulated knowledge which is

available. There is far too much! Further, the rate of
change in man" aspects of our society suggests that the
school cannot possibly select for teaching that knowl-
edge which students will need to know when they are
adults. This hi'.torical view of education is negated by
the rate of change around us

The world of 2000 will be quite difierent from the one
of 1974. This suggests that the schools and society must
take on a new view of educationwhat kind of a person
is needed in a world of rapid change and how can the
schools most effectively contribute to the development
of those characteristics.



A Validated Project in Individualized Instruction

A New Adventure in Learning

A New Adventure in Learning sought to meet a com-
mon need among K-3 students in Tallahassee by using
an uncommon approach. The needlanguage ability
became apparent in 1967 when six-year-olds entering the
first grade were found to have an average "language
age" of 3.0 years. Even after the first year was com-
pleted, the youngsters continued to show deficiencies in
language performance.

The project received its initial funding under Title III
in 1968, followed by three continuation grants. An aver-
age of 310 students were included annually in the proj-
ect. Half of the students were black and from rural areas
and the other half were white and from urban areas. All
required special attention. Each received diagnostic treat-
ment, followed by individualized instruction that brought
together cl ildren with common needs and allowed stu-
dents to act independently when such action was appro-
priate.

The project focused on helping students not only to
develop language skills but to be able to apply them,
once developed. An "activity-centered" approach was se-
lected as the most appropriate way to accomplish both
aims.

Diagnosis, Prescription, Individualization
Teachers were trained to use informal inventories and

to observe carefully each child's language needs. The re-
sulting learning prescription called for each child to rein-
force reading skills by working with programmed mate-
rials, reading kits, basal readers, listening stations,
workbooks and learning games. After direct teacher in-
struction, the children worked independently with mini-
mal teacher assistance.

Children with common needs were brought together
in small, flexible groups for direct instruction by teach-
ers, and mcved in and out if different groups for help
with particular skills. Other groups of students, such as
those using basal readers, were more stable in makeup.

Oral language lessons were structured for small groups
and the total class, with discussions geared toward
achieving specific objectives, such as vocabulary devel-
opment, concept development or problem solving.

Kindergartners pari,cipated in as many individualized
activities as did older students. In designing individual
programs for them, planners took into acri unt the stu-
dent's visual, auditory and psychomotor development,
his social and emotional maturity, and his experience.
Some required pre-reading skills; others were ready to
participate in formal reaoing activities.

Educationally di,,advantaged children (those with mea-
ger langLage Wrest were placed to remedial groups
where they participated in activities such as using rhym-
ing words, practicing correct verb forms, telling stories in
sequence, matching identical colors and sorting pictures
by category. Many of the activities, like those for kinder-

gartners, focused on the skills needed to get ready to
read.

One aim of the project was to get each third grader
to achieve at or above what would normally be expected
of him in spelling, the mechanics of writing and study
skills. Although basic spelling texts generally were used
with any student who could learn from them, small
group instruction was used for any child who experi-
enced problems. More advar.ced students worked with
spelling kits with minimal teacher guidance.

The project found that the mechanics of writing could
be taught most effectively during handwriting lessons.
Students were corrected in the mechanics of composi-
tion after they became confident in expressing their
ideas. Study skills were improved through many diverse
means: the use of the dictionary, kits dealing with graph
and study skills, and special interest projects.

Evidence of Effectiveness

Some "indirect but significant" outgrowths of the pro-
gram resulted in now abilities and attitudes for students.
For instance, they were able to make instructional

Getting down to the action

111111.0.
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Sometimes two can solve
a problem better than one

choices appropriate to their abilities; they demonstrated
a positive attitude toward school; and they learned to
accept students who achieved at different levels than
themselves.

Using standardized tests, evaluation was in the form of
pre/post testing. The results were favorable over the life
of the project, as shown by the following

Significantly, students frc,m disadvantaged hack -
grounds registered either improvement or mainte-
nance on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Chil-
dren.
The project was successful in building the mental
age of kindergartners. The flect report noted
that -structuring many kind' r," daily verbal inter-
actions appears o have a direct relationship to
reading"' and that the specific activities used to
increase the ci ildren's mental age -could partic u-
larly benefit children from language deprived
bac kgrounds
lifts -seven per cent of the student, in grade, 1 3

rear hed their expected levels in reading [iv mm-
parison, only r percent of the students were
reading at expel ted levels when the prc,,e(t
began
Of the third grade, enrolled in the prole( ! ft- tt
percent ac hiey ed at expected levels in the me
charms of writing whip 91 4 percent did sit in
spelling and 3 2 pen ant in study skill,

The roost important c one lusioi. real bed b the prole( t
may he its statement that no not approa,t, ,or material
was Cite( the for ail pupils in a single 14,,r(?orri
limtrest the prole c t noted that ealuati(in res 's
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showed minimal growth" in classes where total reliance
was placed on independently used materials.

How Much Does It Cost?
The project reports that a major part of its budget

during the four years it received Title Ill support was
spent for program development and research Included
were items such as curriculum design, selection and trial
use of the diagnostic-prescriptive instruments and mate-
rials, and development of the management techniques. It
notes however, that it has completed the groundwork in
these areas, which would reduce the start-up costs for
any clis':ric t interested in adoption

"A fairly well equipped school adopting oil compo-
nents of the program should be able to do so for no
more than $51 pet pupil,'" according to the project re-
port, with most of that amount going for staff training
and retraining The project re«immends that sr hook
figure on a two-week workshiT before school beings
and at leao one-halt day release t me each month for
,toff training

The program requires e sanets of iry,trurtittnat mate-
' AI' The Prniect report ,trest,e, the need for a nUlTihet

mt ("rritnumrt'1 used (mt materials rather than slier fit

prt,gram, It estimates that a vel. (-quipped .chit d with
a %.drmly r,t mat( Hal, and equtprner and ongo,,g inset-

'tarnJ)g should he able to adopt the prcig,orn at
I must tm new of about $4( 14 et),.v (la-

/nit ,t,ppJ,ct
a tinal en( utag.ng route the tepi.rt n(oe, that the

bung maintained at et. I Moore I lementarN
eehtel, ,.n regular di,trJt tun('!' except tier «rm-fs

dmteutts related ti, its tool 1,,,r) as a denlonstration center



Critique by Maynard C. Reynolds

Special Education

The late Al Smith is reputed to have said, "If you want
to lead a parade, don't get more than two blocks
ahead." Perhaps a similar admonition ought to be given
to most innovative projects in education. Separation
from the mair. body of work in a field does not signify
leadership.

My review will assess how well the 24 innovative proj-
ects in special education are connected to the main
body of special education and will consider their partici-
pation in the "parade."

Special education is based on the premise that every
person is valuable in his own right and should be af-
forded equal opportunities to develop his full potential.
Historically, however, schools have tended to neglect or
exclude children with unusual learning needs. The pri-
mary assault upon these discriminatory practices has
come from special education.

The first formal provisions for the education of excep-
tional children in the United States were made in the
late 19th century in the form of residential schools. Sub-
sequently. at about the turn of the century, special ar-
rangements were made for the education of some handi-
capped children in community day schools. The special
schools and classes of the early 1900s did not expand
rapidly, but they did help to open up station; for excep-
tional children. The "special class" moveineiit became
p. rt of a trend toward progressively inclusive arrange-
ments for the education of children with special iteeds.

From the end of World War II to about 1970, special
education made a great quantitative leap In a period of
25 years, the number of exceptional children served in
special programs increased by more than 600 percent
while corresponding increases occurred in the numbers
of teachers and other personnel who were employed in
the field, and in the number of colleges and universities
which provided spe,ialized training No great technologi-
cal breakthroughs chard( terize the period The virtual ex-
plosion of services was based mainly on the simple mod-

ot the past special classes Of se Loots for %,,P101.P,

stegories of exceptional children

Parent Groups as Forces
fieginn,ng abrol 191. a new I curse irf deeltipment

(,,uld he dim erred in special edu( atiiin The organised
lurtipk (f oa,ecr, of handi( appd r hildren who for
.,t,out two de( etie., had en( ouraged the polls, sppit

seer id I e(1),( ath,r) to goad sr hook into se :ng their
),,kirtn 1,,,,f)efi to the I I /11,14, The le,),11, r,t ihu 4itiga

,,t ,a ill 0'4
I i I ,,F 0/0 '

a f(1,./(Itoto, 14, Ad.. f f,'
I ' f of ( 4,0
i f-sf-t1 rr.e I I I% d':t r N .1' 4.4,1'0 1,, 0-f.,p0.pert
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tion must be understood in terms of at least five major
concepts:

1. Every cnild, bar none and including even the
most profoundly handicapped, has the right to
education in public schools.

2. Each child has the right to an appropriate educa-
tion, fudged and justified in terms of his individ-
ual needs.

3. Every child's education ought to be conducted in
the least restrictive environment possible, which
is interpreted to mean that education for every
child ought to be conducted in regular classes if
possible and that placement in specialized set-
tings ought to be permitted for compelling rea-
sons only.

4. When children are referred to special institu-
tions, they have the right to treatment, a right
which may not be abrogated because of lack of
funds or any other reason.

5. Every child and his parents have the right to due
process in all major decisions affecting the
child's education.

A quite different force has been generated by minority
group parents. While most members of the categorical
parent groups, such as the associations for retarded chil-
dren or children with learning disabilities, have been
white, middle class and relatively affluent, many of the
programs initiated at their instigation have proliferated in
urban ghetto s, pools where a high proportion of the
children are from minority or imooverished groups.

Special programs for the so-called educable mentally
retarded and emotionally disturbed, labels which tend to
carry a great deal of stigma, developed rapidly in com-
munities with much impoverishment and high minority
group membership In these communities, the -special
class.' and all that it represents in terms of testing, label-
ing and negative expectations are in disrepute School
administrators in mans of our largest cities are under a
virtual mandate to reverse the expan,1nn of special ethi-
c atilin programs and I() eliminate the testing. categoriz-
ing and labeling practices which hase been associated
with t,lac t special program', spec,,,/ edu'
cation program, are Ender attack iwo conflicting
("Mn.11.1n1f,r tO,( es

Trends and 1,sues in Special Education

Bs part tlf the ( ()un(.1 t,f ik(e1)11(na. l hilden ( I(
t un prote.sional standards and vu !dello( a ques,

1."' N.41, sent nut In earl, 1,4-i seera' hundred
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to the distribution of responses, the greatest changes
were foreseen in the categories of administrative ar-
rangements and teacher education. Respondents pre-
dicted increases in mainstreaming, resource rooms, sup-
portive roles for special educators, individualization of
instruction for all children, and organization of curricula
around learning problems and needs. Decreases were
predicted for self-contained special classes, classes for
the mildly handicapped categorization, labeling and the
use of the medical model for diagnosis.

A second survey of interest in the present context was
conducted by the CEC Information Center. All state
directors and a sample of 40 local directors of special
education were interviewed by telephone. They were
asked to %talk about current problems and issues. Results
showed mainstreaming to be the "hottest controversy or
issue" in the field. Although a variety of other concerns
emerged, administrators expressed great interest in pro-
gram evaluation, professional comp'tence and program-
ming for the emotionally disturbed and learning disabled.

A Change in Values: Individualism

Implicit in many of the trends in special education is
what may be a fundamental change in the values in our
society: a shift to the concept that the rights of the indi-
vidual have priority over institutional and even societal
concerns and values. During the 19th century, free pub-
lic education was the response to h£ need for a literate
electorate. With the influx of immigr 1L..s. the purpose of
education was seen to be the Amewailizing of newcom-
ers and then transmission to them df the country's cul-
tural values. With the halt in immigration after World
War I, education was viewrA as . social investment in
children who would be able to make returns to society.
The handicapped were not included in the provision for
education under these conditions or, at best, they were
given a marginal, labeled position ill the schools.

Lately, the view has shifted. The individual's ability or
potential to provide a return to society is not considered
a proper test for enrollment in school or arranging the
details of a child's education Enhancement of a child's
life is sufficient reason for extending educational oppor-
tunities to him

The emergence of priority for the individual has
spread and shown itself in other spheres, such as the ap-
plication of due process in placement decisions, new ap-
proaches to measurement and monitoring of individual
progress, such as criterion or domain referenced testing,
,,>cceotance of scientific journal artyles based on a single
person arid new management systems fir classroom sit-
uations which stress individual development

The change in salues and the related changes in the
dos by -das operations of schools provide a new climate
in whir h special educators attempt not onls sere the
children with unusual needs but also to help huild sensi-
tse indisidualized programs for all children

The preceding ieciew Mei help to provide e ,Pr'f, (t
the context in whirh tr, evaluate the 24 innoser,se

4,1.f.( dui and 1, plat- tiJr!tic-, ser-ina
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A press for regular educators to deal with excep-
tionality.
Reformation of specialized teacher preparation.
Extension of special services Y.3 preschool levels
and to severely and profoundly 'tandicapped chil-
dren.
More accountability of teacher performance and
programmatic results.
Concern for better models to deal with social-
emotional problems of children.
Programs planned and justified in terms of the in-
dividual needs of each child.

The Validated Projects

The 24 special education projects surfaced on the
basis of individual characteristics and merit. They show a
significant clustering around five major topics:

Mainstreaming: accommodating exceptionality in
regular classrooms. For example, see projects in
Blue Anchor, N.J.; Essexville, Mich.; Federal Way,
Wash.; New Providence, N.J.; Papillion, Neb.; and
Providence, R.I. A number )f the other projects
also relate to the theme of returning exceptional
children to regular school stations as rapidly as
possible.
Teacher Education: a majority of the 24 projects
include components concerned with the inservice
education of teachers, usually regular teachers, to
create more resourcefulness in dealing with ex-
ceptionality. For example, see projects in Blue
Anchor, NI; Dothan, Ala.; Essexville, Mich.; Indi-
anapolis, Ind.; Lincoln, Ill.; New Orleans, La.; and
Peotone,
Early Education-Prevention: several of the projects
have centered attention on the identification and
early education of children who show early or
incipient signs of potentially serious deviations.
For example, see projects in Colorado Springs,
Colo.; Peotone III ; New Orleans, La.; and West-
minster, Md.
Social-fmotional Problems: some projects gave
specific attention to children who show social-
emotional or behavioral problems, often with a
view toward mainta'ning them in or returning
them ro mainsteam school situations For ex-
ample, se-- projects in Dothan, Ala , Great Falls,
Mont , Ky and Papillion, Neb.
Severe Ha.-dicaps a small number of projects was
concerned with multiple and severe handicaps
For example, see projects in New York City and
Rot hester, N Y

These main dusters rlosels, ono with the major
«inc erns in spec la! eduration Indisidual prole( ts whir h
tended not to fit ant of the preceding clusters also
seemed to he quite relesant to modern thrusts in spv,, a(
edur ation toper s sue h as the follow ing were en( oun-
tered trequentls in the prole( ts learning disabilities pre-

riv!ivu tea( hang and i ontingenrN management (leads
the 24 probe( is are integral w,th the parade of the 19-0,
in sire, gel educ ation

Dissemination of Prove( ts

The question ihat emerges is how to it hiese a greater
,nfluen( or ,mpa(1 turn these outstanding is he

iie ally (10.4 the pr(op,P( is and problems



disseminating the validated projects, however, my gen-
eral assumptions regarding dissemination must be pre-
sented.

Most project reports are poorly prepared and
infrequently read. Consequently, there is a great need for
innovation in the process of disseminating reports on
special educational projects. Moreover, most projects are
poorly prepared to operate an effective dissemination
system. For example, if they publish materials for distri-
bution from their own offices, the scope of dissemina-
tion will usually be very narrow. This situation suggests
that project personnel need help in dissemination.

Many products developed in special education projects
will not be movable through commercial vending sys-
tems, simply because the market in highly specialized
fields is too thin. This problem suggests that a special
support system is needed. One reason may be that local
project reports and products are often inadequately val-
ued by colleagues because they have not been "juried"
in vigorous fashion like professional and scientific jour-
nal articles. Consequently, there is little "payoff" for
those who do good jobs in noncommercial dissemina-
tion.

These several assumptions suggest that the national
leadership in ESEA Title III should give prominence and
visibility to dissemination activities. Specifically, the fol-
lowing activities might be considered:

1. _Support national conferences on special topics
which emerge when one or more projects show
outstanding progress.

Often, this plan might involve linkages with other pro-
grims which also may have outstanding projects in the
same or related domains. The conferences could bring
together outstanding theoreticians and practitioners in
the area, and major publications could result for national
distribution. Two possibility 's for national conferences
are

Preventive Learning Disability Programs. Several of
the projects have been concerned with very early
identification of children with incipient learning
problems ISee Peotone, Ill New Orleans, la.;
Wayne, Neb.; and Westminster, -id I This is a

critical area for Inc roased dissemination Thu Divi-
sion on Training Programs of 'JSOE's Bureau for
Education of the Handicapped sponsors other
projects in the same domain A major conference
and publication on this topic would be extremely
important in defining a new trend toward earlier,
preventRe work in this important field
Secondary School Programs for [earning Disabled
Students So far, most school systems have
l&mched II) programs only at etementars
school leyel, but con ern is extending rapidly to
secondary schools A conference and publit ation
on this topic would he extremely timely out-

standing projects (as in Lincoln, Ill.) were made
visible through such a means, they undoubtedly
would be called upon to provide technical assist-
ance in many communities wishing to launch sim-
ilar programs.

2. Seek opportunities for coope,aiiie dissemination
projects with established orgalizations and agen-
cies in the field of special education.

A series of monog.-ilphs or books could be undertaken
on selected topics, such as screening instruments and
techniques for identifying kindergarten children with
special needs, and analysis and reporting of costs of spe-
cialized school programs. These topics were treated with
good results in several of the validated projects.

3. Offer technical assistance to projects to help them
rry selected, outstanding aspects of their projects

through development stages.
Most project personnel will not have enough back-

ground in such matters as media, product evaluation,
dissemination strategies and copyright clearances to
move efficiently through stages of product development.
Yet outstanding resources are available to assist people
in this kind of undertaking.

4. Projects that apply well 1, sown procedures should
affiliate with other centers doing similar work in
order to accumulate impa' t.

For example, the validated projects include several that
work with behavior modification procedures, the Monte-
rey language training system, the "Re-ed" model for
serving children with behavior problems, and the engi-
neered clast;room. In each case, a network relat,-..11 with
other centers could design broadly framed dissemination
activities.

In a somewhat different framework, some projects are
doing important innovative work in areas that are new
on the state or local scene, although they would not be
considered innovative nationally. In such instances, pro-
stsion for on-the-scene, "hand-, on" kinds of involvement
is important as a dissemination stra ?gy.

A Final Note

Ir. my judgment, it would be extremely useful if a na-
tional office concerned with Title ill could undertake a
major leadership project on dissemination of these sev-
eral projects. Technical assistance could be provided to
assure effective dissemination and to involve major orga-
nizations in the special educ, bon field.

If this cannot be done directly out of a national office,
perhaps a system of subcontractors could produce the
requited action The Title Ill Advisory Council is part
way down that important roadway, but the "payoff" of
ezch project would he magnified if the Advisory Council
could make sisible and available the details of the vali-
dated prole( is
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A Validated Project in Special Education

Early Prevention
of School Failure

Failure in school can be prevented if the potential pit-
falls for a student are identified early enough and if
special help is provided to students with learning dis-
abilities, according to the findings of a Title III-funded
project operating in Peotone, Ill.

The project is a model of cooperation and of using the
right people at the right time. Twelve public school dis-
trkts and two private districts, spread over an area of
536 square miles, are sharing the services provided by
the project's staff, consisting of a director, psychologist,
social worker, learning disability specialists, speech ther-
apist and teacher aides.

Diagnosis: Spotting Potential Problems

Children are individually screened during the summer
before school opens for learning problems in the proc-
esses of speech, language, hearing, vision, motor coordi-
nation and emotional/social development. Each screen-
ing session lasts for approximately 11/2 hours. Parents
attend the session and are given an extensive orientation
to the program.

Tests are scored immediately, with one of three re-
sults The child nec,i further testing and possible place-
ment in a learning disability classroom. he needs profes-
sional services in the regular classroom- or he is reach,

for entrance into a regular class, with no special needs
indicated at the time of entrance.

The potential of the project can he seen in the sr reen-
ing results for the -.971-72 school year Of 811 children
who went thrr.igh the prekindergarten screening prr:c-
es, co, percent entered regular kindergarten classroor
Or those howexer 41 percent re r erved prr:fer,siorto!
stirs ice's rieedeci throughout the seat The c hildren
identirred rid\ ing one or more serious learning disabil-
ities tour per( rrIt of the West h(Hlrq,, vrre placed in
')mu of the proo, i s row learning (11,ahilltV

The Learning Disability Classroom

1h-, ,,rolri rift; learnalg disahilit u'e'
oprrnier( lal and tear f.e'm Made-, rrialt.fi,11, i,l pr()\ Idf' in-

tior, .J r 1(i ,ri,rirr11, per
(1j,,,r(),,an `,turit.nr, who enter the c lasses are expected
In 'rake a ninth s gain for eat h month ot attendance

measured and assessed in specitic areas of
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ability, achievement and adjustment by using objective
tests.

During the first year of the project, the retardation
rate of children entering the special classes averaged 23
months. By the end of the year, more than 35 percent of
the kindergartners had been returned to regular classes.
For every month spent in the special classes, they dem-
onstrated an achievement growth of 2.39 months in re-
ceptive language development, 1.39 months' growth in
visual motor coordination, 3.12 months' growth in psy-
cholinguistic abilities. During the second year of the
project, the number of students who were returned 'o
regular classes jumped to 63 percent.

Other Services:
Itinerant Help; Special Training

Children and teachers in the regular classrooms re-
ceive itinerant help on a regular basis, or as needed in
individual cases. The social workers, for example, con-
sults with students, parents and administrators and refers
students to health, social and psychiatric agencies, In

some situations, he develops behavior modification pro-
grams for students in both the school and the home.
Other itinerant consultants work with students indivi-
dually or in small groups when deficiencies are noted in
the areas of language, vision, hearing or motor develop-
ment.

The results of the itinerant services surprised even the
project staff. Students who had been identified by their
teachers for special help during the year scored above
national norms n end-of-the-year testing.

Itinerant and special help is provided to tear hers in
the regular kindergarten lassrooms through a anet of
inserYice workshops that «incentrate on helping teachers
fo inclriduaNze Instruction Project staff also assist with
parent volunteer programs and with the deelopment,
selection and dcrnonstration of material,. a,)ci teaching
aids Tea( hers may attend unlyersity classes or other
model programs- all arranged by pioject stuff

Inexpensise, ON, tixe and adoptable kindergarten
r evening programs and tests f,3\ e been des eloped to as-

sist in gathering tnrormariral needed ?,, modit ,n-tr11(
program t'rnlert stair ha- also d''se loped a scale

that enable, tear hers to determine the prOgrarr, whi( h
Vtlit cause the student the least amount of frustration
and provide maximum benefits



How Much Does It Cost?

The Project reports that, costs for implementing the
program would be minimalabout $110 per child above
normal costs. The money should be spent in three areas
which hold the keys to succesF for the program staff:
training, use of special education specialists, and pro-
gram planning.

The project says several additional factors need to be
considered by any school interested in starting a similar-
type special education program:

Parents, teachers and special education staff must
work on a cooperative basis in ensuring an appro-
priate program.

Preservice and inservice training is a must for
teachers to assist them in modifying the learning

z

p

Screening

r

Learning Disability Classroom and Teacher

experiences of kindergartners with moderate to
severe learning problems. Teachers must be will-
ing to individualize instruction to meet their
needs and in doing so, to allow and encourage
parent participation.

A screening program should be used to determine
each child's functioning level.

An appropriate administrative structure must be
developed that allows for the use of services
based on the children's needs.

The project staff conclude that the exportable aspects
of the project make it possible for any school district to
develop an effective, innovative program which can give
all kindergartners a positive start toward success in
school.

fillUMAT 1974.i

Itinerant Services

1 2

17 $ 9
15 16

7 2123
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Critique by Milton Goldberg

Early Childhood Education

The goals of the 14 validated programs in early child-
hood education reflect the essential controversies about
the role of such programs today and, as stated in spe-
cific programs, can help to give us clues about the sys-
tem which created them. The root controversy may be
defined in terms of the developmental model ascribed to
in program description and implementation. Clearly, the-
oretical models may not be given much attention as pro-
grams are developed, but they become quite visible
when goals and practices are identified.

In some models, the child is viewed as relatively
neutral with adult-provided experiences and environ-
ment making critical impact on his development. When
this view is represented in the extreme by behaviorists,
educator- manipulated experience and curriculum are
stressed.

In other models, the child's interaction with his envi-
ronment is crucial and his psychojogical being is given
maximum opportunity to effect personal growth. The
program is viewed as a function of the child's develop-
mental level including his needs, abilities and interests.

When goal statements clearly reflect one or the other
of these positions, it may be assumed that the program
practices will be consistent with the same position. More
often than not, goals represent some point between
these positions, thereby complicating attempts at explica-
tion and evaluation.

Early childhood curricula typically address the follow-
ing areas with emphasis and approach depending on
theoretical bias: socialization, values, intellectual compe-
tency, language systems, self-expression, aesthetic expres-
sion, physical skills and personal autonomy. Clearly,
these broad areas reflect what appears to he comprehen-
sive societal ambition for each of us.

The growth rate for young children as their vistas are
widened via experience and interaction is such that early
childhood programs may have a significant impact on all
areas. When we work with young children, we are most
likely to relate to the widest variety of society's goals.

The Home: A Critical Area

Some projects (Phoenix, Ariz.; Gary, Ind.; Detroit,
Mich.) see the home as such a critical factor in child
growth that primary attention is given to parent training
and experience. In these cases, parent goals are stated in

Dr. Milton Goldberg is Executive Director of Early Childhood
Programs for the Philadelphia School District He is also adjunct
professor at Temple University and a lecturer at Chestnut Hill
College. His past educational experience includes that of
teacher, principal, curriculum d ielopment director and con-
sultant to the U.5 Office of Education on Follow Through and
early childhood education programs.
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terms which ultimately relate to the child. Three ex-
amples follow:

"To provide the mother with skills necessary to pre-
pare the child for school."
"To acquire new understandings, deeper knowledge
and commitment for guiding child growth."
"To create a prescriptive and enriched home envi-
ronment that fosters cognitive growth and interest
in learning."
These project goals represent indirect intervention by

assuming a primary role for parents. This does not neces-
sarily make the approaches less effective; it merely sug-
gests a reasonable way of differen.iating program em-
phases.

The majority of validated projects assume a direct
intervention approach. For example, Muncie, Ind., uti-
lizes home training to extend school experience; New
Albany, Miss., involves parents in development of mate-
rials and learning activities; East Harlem, N.Y., instructs
parents in interaction techniques; Martinsburg, W. Va.,
expects parents to participate in program development
and to conduct prescribed activities with the child at
home. Cincinnati, Ohio, provides two levels of parent
participation, one in the classroom serving in effect as
paraprofessionals, and the other via inservice training
with hoped-for impact in the home.

Projects Relate to Children's Needs

Another discriminating factor amo'ig the projects re-.
lates to the character of the children to be served. There
appears to be an implication of "specialness" that is sug-
gested by project goals and procedures. Plattsburgh,
N.Y., is most direct by indicating that mentally retarded
children are beneficiaries of the program.

Muncie, Ind., aims at identification of 'earning disabili-
ties and "developmental lag" with appropriate corrective
procedures. The program title, "Catch 'em Early," suffi-
ciently implies the problem nature of the population to
be served. The project in Central Point, Ore., "Helping
Eliminate Early Learning Disabilities," is also self-explana-
tory. Program recipients are children who evidence low
levels of coordination, language development and a vari-
ety of school-related discrimination skills. Both projects
employ specific training activities to ameliorate identified
lag or disability.

The specific nature of the objectives would seem to
necessitate prescribed curricula and activities that could
preclude those appropriate to other aspects of a child's
deve'.opment. For instance, the Union, N.J., project views
learning as the primary goal. Activities are derived from
"establishment of a base of prior experiences." The de-
velopment of sensory skills, primarily the visual skills, is
considered critical. Verbal articulation is aimed for, but



visual analysis and effectiveness are stressed. The curricu-
lum is therefore centered on an instructional package of
objects and visuals. Child response and structured curric-
ulum serve to produce "intensified visual perception"
which is related to enhanced insight into the total envi-
ronment.

Two projects address themselves most explicitly to the
population typically described as "disadvantage." Balti-
more's program is based on the assumption that since
many inner city children have not mastered basic skills
in school, cognitively oriented instruction begun at an
earlier age with similar children should be provided.
Objectives are stated in terms of mastery of skills related
to number facility, language development and abstract
and academic symbols. Structured curriculum, individual
ized instruction, staff development and appropriate eval-
uation procedures all contribute to a program specially
designed to enhance chances for success in formal
schooling.

The Martinsburg project, "Handicapped and Non-
Handicapped Early Childhood Education at Home," at-
tempts to "overcome the various economic, cultural or
educational problems" of Appalachian children. The pro-
gram emphasizes home and parent leadership. Aims in-
clude improvement in self-concept, gain in intellectual
abilities, improved adjustment and social developr lent.
Parent goals include greater involvement in program ac-
tivity and increased understanding and acceptance of
child development and handicaps. Educational programs
are planned in the home with carefully selected instruc-
tional materials and prescribed activities. Both programs,
as well as most of the other validated projects, show
overriding concern with preparation for school.

Phoenix's "Mother and Child Learning Team" project
hopes to prepare the child emotionally, socially and in-
tellectually by seeing the mother and child as a team,
with improvement of parental attitude and role as a key
goal. Detroit's "Parent Readiness Education Project"
works to reduce or eliminate "the deficiences of high-
risk preschool children" by similarly viewing the parents'
role as crucial. The program emphasizes parent training
that will provide an enriched home environment.

The New Albany "Model Early Childhood Education
Program" was created out of a concern about the con-
sistently low performance of new first graders on meas-
ures like the Metropolitan Reading Test. Therefore, while
learning is encouraged via games, activities and enrich-
ment experiences, ultimate success is measured by
achievement on traditional tests. The development of
materials is the responsibility of staff although parent in-
volvement is desired and encouraged.

The Fremont, Ohio, project is based on analyses of the
problems of school underachievers who were involved in
remedial education programs. The analyses concluded
that the roots of difficulty lay in the Parlier unmet devel-
opmental needs of the children. Therefore, a program
was designed "to assess the strengths and weaknesses
and detect barriers to learning in preschool children"
and to base educational experience on this information.
The curriculum which evolved seeks to assure academic
success in first grade.

The Changing Community

The phenomenon of the changing community provides
the impetus for the "Interracial Early Childhood Educa-
tion Program" in Cincinnati. But the major need to be

met is still improved school readiness, particularly for
"disadvantaged" children. The special nature of the com-
munity served, however, yields additional goals related
to positive self-concepts. racial concepts and positive
parent attitudes toward community and school. Success
is measured by IQ scores, healthy racial attitudes and
relationships, and community commitment to preschool
education.

The Central Point, Ore., project serves an economi-
cally heterogeneous population. The characteristics of
unsuccessful first graders and even sixth graders among
the target population include inadequate student skills in
visual discrimination, visual-motor activity and coordina-
tion, and language development. The program, therefore,
aims at early diagnosis and correction through parent in-
volvement, staff training, "direct" instructional ap-
proaches and summer maintenance.

Gary's "Parent-Child Mobile Classrooms" and "Strate-
gies in Early Childhood Education" in Waupun, Wis.,
appear to reflect somewhat different approaches to
the issue of preschool service. Neither program commu-
nicates any particular assumptions about learning diffi-
culty or disability or negative accomplishment. Nor do
they express major concern about later school achieve-
ment although the Gary program is interesteci in "quality
of readiness for four-year-olds entering kindergarten."

Both programs encourage educational programming
related to deN elopmental stages. Waupun's program as-
sumes that "cognitive development proceeds through
motor-perceptual-symbolic phases," and that failure to
recognize this fact could result in meaningless rote learn-
ing and experience. Gary suggests that use of its program
and mobile environment has produced "joyous learning"
for children and parents.

The Big Question: Linkage

Analysis of these somewhat different descriptions of
motivation and intention among the projects is not
meant to suggest that ultimate accomplishments neces-
sarily vary. Similar claims about achievement can be
found in programs which take different roads. Rather,
the crucial question is, "What is or should be the rela-
tionship between programs in preschool and later
grades?"

Most of the validated projects assume a direct linkage,
indeed, a responsibility for the preschool educator to
root out deficiency and disability, to eliminate learning
barriers, to provide cognitive experiences and learnings
which will reduce or even eliminate patterns of failure.

The validated projects' view of preschool education as
intrinsic to later school success is somewhat analogous to
Bereiter and Engelman's earlier views on the subject.
They held that affective goals must be abandoned or at
least diminished in importance in order to focus on the
main issue, namely academic accomplishment. Emphasis
on behavioral objectives certainly contributes to this
focus. Bereiter and Engelman did not argue with concern
for the child's "whole" development. They merely
stressed a need for priority on the basis that:

1. The child's future must be considered; therefore,
preschool education should work directly toward
minimizing school failure.

2. The educational program should provide the
child with experience he is unlikely to enjoy out-
side of school; therefore, free play might get
much less attention.
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3. A skillful teacher should be able to foster posi-
tive attitudes with a curriculum emphasizing spe-
cific learning objectives.

4. Teachers cannot resolve the variety of children's
social and emotional problems; but, in attempt-
ing to work on these areas less time will be
spent on teachers' major function- promoting
cognitive development.

While some of the early work of Bereiter and Engel-
man has suffered disrepute, their overall statements of
educational philosophy are pertinent for this discussion.
Emphasis on behavioral objectives, preparation for formal
schooling and typical standardized instrumentation must
result in a more limited notion of the possibilities of
early childhood education.

This does not suggest opposite alternatives i.e., no be-
havioral objectives or interest in school goals or meas-
urement. Rather it proposes that in establishing program
priorities, the inevitable effect on the social, emotional
and intellectual growth and development of the pre-
school child should not be overlooked. It is in the early
years that the most remarkable and rapid development
takes place. Emphasis on one or two of the goals does
not eliminate impact on the others. Therefore, compre-
hensive program evaluation and replication must recog-
nize the total needs of the child.

Recommendations

It is not possible to separate cognition from the other
processes of human functioning. Certain expressions by
children of attitude, control over environment and rela-
tionship to adults take place in the midst of carefully
structured curriculum aimed at development of language
and mathematical skills. When programs emanate from
the weaknesses of children, we are in danger of provid-
ing training which may not have lasting effect. This is
not meant to underemphasize the need for skill develop-
ment, but merely to stress that in our justifiable concern
over sthoo7 failure we may miss a critical opportunity.

Early childhood education offers the finest challenge
to paying legitimate homage to the "whole child." With-
out years of tradition impeding our efforts, we can ex-
plore the best possibilities for program development in
terms of child development in the early years. A number
of the Title III projects seem to have done so, although
descriptive reports of the programs, and particularly their
outcomes, could further clarify the best means to help a
child's development.

Further delineation of evaluative procedures and re-
porting of outcomes are necessary. Goals should be ex-
pressed in such a way that information about program
effectiveness is fairly accessible. Behavioral objectives in
and of themselves need not be viewed as anathema. In-
deed, they can serve important purposes both instruc-
tionally and evaluatively. On the other hand, exclusive
use of behavioral objectives may limit educational en-
deavor or inhibit certain instructional activities because
they may not be seen as contributing to achievement of
the main objective.

Procedures should be established for reporting both
primary and secondary outcomes on the basis of pro-
gram priority, whatever the central focus of an early
childhood program. This recommendation yields a fur-
ther one when each project is examined with regard to
the instruments used for evaluative purposes.

Use of behavioral objectives, standardized tests, locally
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developed instruments and pre/post designs seem to
form a consistent thread through the evaluations. These
techniques provide a good deal of important information
about program effectiveness. The basic instruments used
in some programs include:

Phoenix, Ariz. Behavioral Checklists

Gary, Ind. Ca Ich.,ell's Cooperative
Preschool Inventory

Beery's Developmental Test
of Visual Motor-Integration

Muncie, Ind. SRA Primary Mental Abilities

Baltimore, Md.

Union, N. J.

Stanford-Binet
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
SRA Primary Mental Abilities
Metropolitan Readiness Test

Caldwell's Cooperative Preschool
Inventory

Goodenough Draw-A-Man

New Albany, Miss Metropolitan Readiness Test
Kephart Sensory Motor

Although the examples are random, variations and
similarities are evident in the other validated programs.
Some tests are used across programs (Metropolitan, Pea-
body); some are u, ed in only one program (Boehm Test
of Basic Concepts in Cincinnati, French Pictorial Intelli-
gence Test in Martinsburg); others are locally developed.

Obvious problems emen -2 when one attempts to look
at inter-program relationshl )s with cost effectiveness as
an example. First, only the most rigid experimental de-
sign in the most sterile of aboratories might free us of
some of the variables whi( n impinge on areas such as
c':Id and teacher behavior or program implementation.
Stand; rdized instrumentation ,across even similar pro-
gra., , is rare, due to the eniphasi:, on local program de-
velopment fostered by Title III.

If inter-program comparison.. of various dimensions
are to be made, certain mean -ements and tests should
be utilized across programs. At the same time, however,
the opportunity for local de-t imination of other instru-
ments should not be diminisi,ed. Cost effectiveness in
education remains a complex area of study which has
yet to produce the kind of sophisticated procedures nec-
essary for sophisticated ded3ion making.

Important community effects have been reported by
the various projects. Some of these suggest influence on
other schools or districts as a result of the innovative
Title III effort. Detroit's "Parent Readiness Education
Project" has already been replicated with success in an-
other district with partial replication in evidence else-
where. New Albany suggests that its program may be
helping Mississippi legislators consider statewide public
kindergarten.

A remarkable degree of dissemination has been ac-
complished by the Union, N.)., project. Fifty New Jersey
districts, school districts in eight different states, and a
school in Tokyo have reported use of the program. Head
Start programs in West Virginia have incorporated many
elements of the Martinsburg project. The Gary mobile
unit has been purchased by another educational corpora-
tion for use in a program called "Education Goes Calling
on Wheels." These examples suggest that Title III has al-
ready demonstrated exportable programs.



The time may be ripe to look toward more specific
coordinated efforts which respond to local and national
needs. Fur example, there is a growing concern about
early, identification, diagnosis and correction of learning
disabilities. Given the caveats mentioned earlier regard-
ing primary and secondary emphases in preschool educa-
tion, much may be learned from the accomplishments of
the validated projects. Certain of the parent involvement
procedures might be useful to newly emerging preschool
programs as well as existing ones. Enumeration and de-
scription of Title Ill components such as parent involve-
ment could increase the credibility of specific successful
procedures.

The Title Ill projects provide a variety of curricu:a, in-
structional materials, and staff training activities that
could well serve as springboards for further program de-
velopment.

More should be known about impact on and relation-
ship with the larger school systems related to the various
projects. In addition, it might be useful to increase docu-
mentation about relationships to other early childhood
programs, particularly those receiving federal support.
Title Ill has obviously made important contributions to
the early childhood movement. Hopefully, the years
ahead will permit the deserved expansion of the pro-
grams and broader influence.
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A Validated Project in Early Childhood Education

Mother and Child Learning Team

Question No. 1: Is it feasible for parents to share in
their children s education?

Question No. 2: Does early intervention make a differ-
ence in later success in school?

Based on affirmative answers to those two questions,
Wilson School District in Phoenix, Ariz., initiated a Title
III-funded project called Mother and Child Learning
Team during the 1970-71 school year. The impetus for
the project was an unconfirmed suspicion among district
administrators that student apathy, low academic
achievement and a high dropout rate in the K-8 inner-
city district partially resulted from the attitude of parents
toward school.

District administrators wanted to test their belief that
mothers play a major role in establishing behavior pat-
terns, attitudes and personalities of their children. Pre-
sumably, if the mother's attitude could be improved
through mere involvement in the school, and particularly
in her own child's education, the child would reap the
benefits both at home and at school.

From a Cottage to the Bigger World

The first group of enrollees were 30 preschool young-
sters, ranging in age from 3 to 5, and their mothers. Most
were bilingual, reflecting the makeup of the district's
pc,-;.-,ulation: 70 per cent Mexican American, 10 per cent
black and 20 per cent white.

A certified teacher and a bilingual aide worked con-
stantly with the children and their mothers, and supple-
mental services were provided by the district's psycholo-
gist, social worker, nutritionist and guidance counselor. A
cottage near one of the district's schools was equipped
as a miniature home to accommodate the needs of the
enrollees, including a full kitchen, a sewing room and a
nursery.

The goals and objectives for both mothers and chil-
dren were well defined and demanding. While the chil-
dren were being prepared for formal school learning, the
mothers were being taught why and how they should
contribute to the children's preparation. In many cases,
teaching and learning overlapped. As the children
learned the basics of group participation, for instance,
mothers learned the value of being able to communi-
cate with their peers and their children.

The project aimed at "total involvement" for the
mothers, including activities such as:

Assuming a leadership role in some of the instruc-
tional act;vities.
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Speaking in complete sentences when they talked
with their children.
Learning how to use both verbal and nonverbal
reinforcement.
Taking books home to read to their children, as
well as making some instructional materials.
Studying basic nutrition and learning how to plan,
prepare and serve nutritious meals.
Studying health care with the school nurse and
child development with the school psychologist.

The Results: Positive

By the end of the first year, 23 children and 16 moth-
ers were enrolled in the program. (Half of the mothers
had more than one child enrolled.) The children recorded
positive growth in five of the six objectives related to
their behavior, with the greatest gains occurring in audi-
tory-vocal and visual-motor readiness skills. These re-
sults were consistent during the next two years.

When five-year-olds were administered the district's
preschool test, the results were significant. "It is readily
apparent that the project children, most of whom had
been in the program during the previous year as four-
year-olds, started their fifth year better prepared and also
gained more during the year their counterparts in
the regular kindergarten program,'' the project reported.

The final evaluation report of the project in June 1973
looked at the results in another way. Five of the children
who "graduated" from the Mother arid Child Learning
Team achieved a reading grade equivalent of 2.7 or bet-
ter after one year in a formal school program. By com-
parison, first graders in the district as a whole recorded a
mean grade of 2.1.

Positive results on three of five objectives specified for
the mothers also indicated growth. Three years of testing
led the project to conclude: "The changes in the moth-
ers have been positive, although not as rapid and
dramatic as those in the childrenas one might expect."
The most growth occurred in the mothers' behavior in
the home, a hoped-for outcome of the project.

Ebb and Flow in the Project

The addition of a second teacher to the project's staff
during the 1972-73 school year "made a tremendous dif-
ference in the variety and intensity of instruction," ac-
cording to the project's report. The mothers were in-
structed in smaller groups and exposed to a greater
diversity of experience. They reacted by maintaining
higher interest in the project. Attendance improved de-
spite the poor attendance recorded for the district as a



whole during the year. The mothers' enthusiasm carried
over at the end of the school year, when they redecor-
ated the cottage at their own suggestion.

In 1973-74, the project was funded as a demonstration
center with hopes for continuation by the district. Proj-
ect staff concede, however, that such continuation could
be a problem because Arizona law prohibits the use of
district funds for children of preschool age. The annual
cost of the program is $885 per pupil, based on initia-
tion, developmental and operational costs.
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In addition to the financing problems an adopting dis-
trict could encounter, project staff say another
"potential" problempositive supportshould be re-
solved before such a project is started. The support must
come from all involved groups including the administra-
tion, faculty, school board and community. The effort
that is required to garner support and find funding is
worthwhile, in the opinion of Wilson school staff mem-
bers, who peg the Mother and Child Learning Team as
"one of the most effective programs in the district."
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Mother and child
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Critique by ,c cicion Rappaport

Teacher/Staff Development

As the nation's largest consumer industry, public edu-
cation has been offering an inferior product for some
time. In our recent history, the inferiority of the product
has been patently ignored by the manufacturer, namely
school administration and schools of education. They
have been blindly ignoring the fact that those coming off
the educational assembly line are not being properly
prepared to meet the demands of their environment.
Teachers need preparation in attitude as well as tech-
nique to meet the challenge of our complex technologi-
cal and societal changes.

School administration and schools of education have
tended to rigidify their position even in the midst of the
dawning realization that we are destroying our life re-
sources, the most perishable of which is the emerging
young mind. As happens with a plant that is threatened
by pruning, they have attempted to sink their roots even
deeper. In so doing, they worship at the altar of achieve-
ment scores while ignoring the skills that children need
for survival in tomorrow's world.

They mandate curricula and policies which rend mind
from body, intellect from affect, and proliferate add-on
compensatory education programs with the conviction
these will strengthen an "already effective" educational
system. When their arbitrarily and externally ecuiposed cri-
teria are not met, they condemn students as failures with
no realization that students are victimized by the educa-
tional system itself.

The needs are obvious: the better preparation and ed-
ucation of students can come about only with the better
preparation and education of teachers.

Teacher/Staft Development: Meeting the Needs

Teacher/staff development is fundamental to the
majority of the 107 validated Title III projects as well as
the specified goal of the 13 projects included in this cat-
egory. This is as it should be. Without attention to
teacher/staff development, educational innovations can-
not be implemented.

Teachers cannot apply what they themselves have not
been prepared to apply, in both attitude and technique.
Their dilemma is not unique; change is difficult in
every human situation. It is always much easier and
more :omfortable to continue doing what v e are used
to doing than to undergo the difficulty inherent in
change.

Dr. Sheldon R. Rappaport is President of Effective Educational
Systems, Inc., Onancock, Va. His experience includes that of
psychologist, lecturer and author. Currently he serves on the
Advisory Councils for Action for Brain-Handicapped Children
and for the Virginia Association for Children with Learning
Disabilities.
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The innovative projects in teacher/staff development
evince a new hope for education. At the very least, these
projects are harbingers of change. In some instances,
such as Atlanta's "Success Environrnent" project the un-
derlying assumption is that students will be able to learn
only if the educational system itself will change.

The most common thrust of the validated projects is
to change the educational system by humanizing it. But
how do you do this? The validated projects place em-
phasis on the following as some of the ways to numan-
ize and change the educational system:

1. Classrooms must be success-oriented rather than
failure-oriented.

2. Teacher/student relations must stress successful
interpersonal relations and personal achievement
rather than wrong answers and badness.

3. In inservice training, teachers must learn how to
meet individual needs.

4. Teachers must recognize the environmental de-
mands placed on children. This, in turn, calls for
further recognition of the necessity (or students
to have realistic control over their own educa-
tion.

The emphasis on "humaneness" in the validated proj-
ects is accompanied by the growing recognition by edu-
cators at all levels that a student's development is

nurtured by success. Consequently, a common thrust of
the projects is to help teachers understand how to pro-
vide the opportunities for children to feel successful
within themselves and in their reiations to others, while
at the same time learning cognitive skills. Belatedly, but
thankfully, it appears that John Dewey's concept of
schooling the whole child is beginning to blossom.

The validated projects are exploring a wide variety of
ways to deliver education, having mustered the courage
to assert that the traditional system is not sacrosanct.
Some of the projects are training teachers how to intro-
duce the concepts of science and the satisfactions of sci-
entific exploration to students in regions where science
has been omitted from the curriculum for generations.
Some projects are training personnel to make optimal
use of open-space facilities as a means of enhancing
learning. Others have investigated how to help second-
ary teachers identify individual needs in reading rather
than throwing English facts at students who cannot put
them to use, due to their lack of the basic skill of read-
ing.

Teachers are being trained to use behavior modifica-
tion techniques in a humanistic fashion. Some projects
have supplemented the teachers' efforts by introch_rcing
students to technology. School districts are learning how
to work together or in conjunction with an intermedi-
ate district, while students and teachers in a single



school are learning to relate to each other more effec-
tively.

The important aspect of many of the projects can be
summarized in one word: Involvement. The whole deliv-
ery system and the function of each person involved in
it are being questioned. Nevertheless, while some dis-
tricts give high priority to involving parents and other
community members in the educational process, others
rate such involvement a low-priority itern,

Promising Areas in Teacher/Sta,i Development

Several of the validated projects focutt on emerging
and promising areas, such as the training of building
principals. Results indicate that principals who have had
such training find success and gratification in their new
roles as educational headers and change agents.

Another promising area being explored is helping
teachers to evaluate and be responsible for furthering
their own growth, in sharp contrast to the traditional syss
tern in which principals evaluate teachers. The opportu-.
nity for self-evaluation and self-directed professiong
growth recognizes that teachers as well as students have
the right to self-development. This philosophy can serve
as a force for unity and harmony within a school system.
When administrators regard teachers as individuals with
personal worth, teachers find it easier to regard students
in the same way.

The Maumee, Ohio, project illustrates particularly well
the use of self-evaluation in improving the teaching
process. Teachers are videotaped as they interact with
their class. The project demonstrates that teachers be-
come more open and student-oriented when they have a
chance to observe their own verbal and nonverbal reac-
tions in the classroom.

The "Open Education" project at Millersville (Pa.)
State College 15 the only project among the 13 that is af-
filiated with a college. The project aimed its thrust to-
ward the open education concept and enabling teachers
to become more proficient in everyday classroom func-
tions, but it had another spinoff effect of particular note.
The project served as the catalyst for revitalizing the col-
lege's philosophy and organization.

Most projects also report an observable and substan-
tive spinoff effect among non-project teachers as they
interact with teachers involved in a training effort. This
demonstrates the principle that the traditional educa-
tional philosophy of telling teachers what to do and
when to do it is dehumanizing and much less effective
than allowing teachers to embark on new programs as
they feel ready and willing to do so.

Successful Implementation of Programs

Certain key factors are necessary for successful imple-
mentation of teacher/staff development programs, de-
spite the diversity of settingsfrom preschool to second-
ary, from traditional to open, from centralized centers to
decentralized districts, from inner-city to suburban
schools. The factors are described below:

1. Need: Successful implementation mainly de-
pends on the identification of a real and strongly
felt need, from within the system itself. This idea
is in sharp contrast to the impetus for many of

the federally funded projects of the past, where
the needs were dreamed up solely as a oneans of
getting a "fair share" of federal moneys.

2. Commitment: The staff not only must have a
voice in identifying the need but also must be
strongly committed to the undertaking. Rest! its
are usually poor when educational programs are
foisted on a staff, with no choice allowed them.

3. Involvement: If change is to be productive and
effective, the participants must have knowledge
of what is changing, how it is changing and why
it is changing.

4. Feedback: Evaluation of the process used to im-
plement the project provides valuable opportuni-
ties for feedback, which in turn enables the proj-
ect to shift its emphasis and to change the way
the project is being implemented. In this way,
the project has a much better chance of reaching
its ultimate goal of finding solutions to formida-
ble problems.

5. Dividing the goal into objectives: The main goal
of the project must be divided into a series of
objectives which allow for systematic and se-
quential tasks. In many instances, this means
providing staff members with time for planning
and identifying how the objectives are to be ac-
complished.

6. Administrative support: Such support means that
the administration must be committed to the
project as a means of finding a solution to an
existing problem.

Future Steps

Within the validated projects are ideas twhich singly
have great merit and which, even in their present unfin-
ished form, could be of substantial help to many other
school districts. Their value, however, could be greatly
enhanced by using them in concert. Although the proj-
ects show a variety of emphases and a number of differ-
ent strong points, none could serve as a universal matrix
which could be adapted to local needs for a generalized
but effective and economical means of staff develop-
ment.

On the other hand, if components of the present proj-
ects could be synthesized so that they complement each
other, a much needed universal training ,.:natrix could re-
sult. A small cedre of personnel could be carefully
selected for their expertise in on-the-job training and for
their ability to pull together various components into a
viable system. They would need time for in-depth explo-
ration of the projects and for further refinement of the
components into a training process that would answer
the needs of most teachers. Those teachers needing spe-
cialized skills could acquire them at a later time.

In addition, key personnel from the validated projects
could be brought together to do further work on the
training process. The resulting universal training program
could be disseminated in book form and could well be a
solution-oriented sequel to Silberman's problem-oriented
Crisis in the Classroom. it could serve as an agent for
extricating teachers from being victims of change to
being agents of change.
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A Validated Project in Teacher /Staff Development

Project Success Environment

The problem of inner-city education is particularly
acute in Atlanta, Ca., ..ccording to Marion Thompson,
director of Project Success Environment, a Title III vali-
dated project in teacher/staff development. Disruptive
classroom behavior, low achievement scores, chronic ab-
senteeism and high dropout rates all indicated a need
for change from within the system.

Operating under the assumption that inner-city chil-
dren consistently fail because the classroom is set up so
they don't experience early success," the project focused
initially on making changes in teachers' behavior.

Teachers were trained to emphasize success while
minimizing failure as a way to modify student behavior
and to upgrade academic skills. At the same time, class-
rooms were arranged in a way that they would foster
small-group and individualized instruction, and the
standard curriculum was revised.

Classes in one middle school and two elementary
schools in Atlanta, a total of 200 students, were intro-
duced to the new technique in September 1971. At the
end of the three-year funding period, the project had
expanded to cover approximately 1,300 pupils in grades
1-8.

Teacher Training: How To Reward the Good

Teachers received training in the "success technique"
prior to the opening of school. They were taught to use
positive reinforcement in the form of a tangible reward,
coupled with verbal praise whenever students exhibited
desirable behavior. Rewards used during the early
months of the school year included checkmarks and tick-
ets that could be exrhangori rin a daily basis by the stu-
dents for such prizes as toy watches and jewelry, comic
books an model cars.

TeacheN,Were taught that students had to be told ver-
bally why they were receiving the reward, i.e., that their
behavior was approved by the teacher. Under the sys-
tem, only desirable behavior receives attention in the
classroom. The teacher ignores a student who is disrup-
tive while singling out for praise a nearby student who is
acting in an approved way. When the misbehaving stu-
dent takes the hint and imitates the desired behavior,
the teacher rewards him immediately. Students know by
looking at a brief list of rules posted in the front of the
room which behaviors will be rewarded.

Condu0 is stressed during the first month or so of
school, with frequent and plentiful rewards on a daily
basis. Toward the end of the first month, the reinforce-
ment system changes. The teacher reduces the number
of daily rewards and shifts the emphasis from tangible
objects to activities. Tokens and checkrnarlcs are ex-
changed for the "privilege" of watering the pilants, eras-
ing the boards, collecting lunch money or running er-
rands to the office. Students may move up in the system,
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however. They may become a mini-teacher, with
responsibility for checking other students' work, dispen-
sing tokens or leading the fine to lunch, The aim is
ever-increasing responsibility, leading to a feeling of
competence and self-worth for the student.

Tokens also may be exchanged for free time in the ac-
tivity room, where students may while away up to 30
minutes by playing with a variety of games.

Shifting the Focus to Academic Success

Based on evaluation data collected during the first
year, the in-class behavior of pupils involved in the proj-
ect improved considerably. By April, the attention level
of the project pupils was 90 per cent while that of
the comparison group of students ranged from 55 to 60
per cent. More important in fulfilling the project's objec-
tives, project pupils were less than half as disruptive as
comparison pupils.

Results of the first year showed an increase in aca-
demic achievement only among project students at the
third-grade level, with all other levels comparatively
equal. Therefore, reinforcement for academic behavior
was stepped up. The change paid off. Pupils gained sig-
nificantly more than control groups in both reading and
arithmetic in both the second and third years, according
to hard data collected by the project. The control pupils
achieved at least one month's gain in subject areas for
each month they participated in the project. This led
project staff to conclude that reinforcement for academic
achievement must begin early in the school year, as soon
as classroom control is established.

Academic aptitude was improved for five of the six
grade levels tested, as measured by standardized IQ tests
administered during the second year of the project. Stu-
dents in the project gained an average of 5.98 points
from the pretest in September 1971 to the post-test in
April 1972. The comparison pupils averaged 2.51 points.
In the tourth-grade class, where 81 per cent of the stu-
dents had been in the project for two years, the students
gained almost 14 IQ points in eight months.

Performance on the psychological tests was more vari-
able. The evidence indicated, however, that students in
the project came to accept more responsibility for aca-
demic success or failure. No substantial changes in self-
concept were found.

Modifications in standard curriculum materials eased
the shift in emphasis from conduct to academic achieve-
ment. Material was divided into units of work that a stu-
dent could complete in a day's time. Teachers started to
evaluate the work on a daily basis and to reward good
performance immediately. They learned to encourage
students toward academic improvement, instead of fuss-
ing at them for not listening to directions or not being
prepared. Students are rewarded when they begin work,



''hen they complete it, and for mastery of a subject or
area.

The traditional classroom ariangement also had to un-
dergo modification to allow nore flexibility for teachers
and students. Each class is ,.1w divided into three flexi-
bvt groups who sit at desks arranged in a Ushape. Inter-
est` stations around the room contain art, games, puzzles,
libItary and exploratory materials.

Viable Teacher Training

Project Success Environment claims it has found viable
solutions to the problems of cost-effective, exportable
teacher training. It notes that the cost of initiating the
success technique will vary considerably depending on
the avaslability of materials and the extent of the tech-
nique. The cost is higher if the behavior modification
techniques are applied to both conduct and academic
behavior rather than restricted to conduct.

How much staff is needed to get such a project un-
der way? The answer would probably depend on the ex-
tent of the project and the amount of help the district
could receive from a "veteran" in the concept, such as
the Atlanta project.

During the third year of Project Success Environment,
the staff included a director, two coordinators, two lead
teachers, an evaluator, a research assistant, a behavior
management technician and a technical writer. The coor-
dinators worked directly with principals in the ongoing
supervision of teachers and in obtaining necessary mate-
rials. The two lead teachers and the behavior manage-
ment technician worked directly with each of the project
teachers to improve their use of the success technique.
The project evaluator and the research assistant designed
and evaluated the program in conjunction with consul-
tants from Emory University and monitored the in-class
data collection.

The project has developed a four-day teacher training
workshop based on its "Training Package for Principals."
It encourages schools that are interested in starting the
program to send a principal and two teachers to a work-
shop, where they are trained to apply the techniques
and to administer the programs in their own schools.

Current Status of the"Project: Ongoing

As evidence of its success, Project Success Environ-
ment received $90,000 in the 1974 budget of the Atlanta
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Public Schools to establish the program in a minimum
of 10 additional schools, including one senior high
school. The Georgia Department of Education also
awarded the project $169,000 to train principals and
teachers from around the state in the success technique.

Marion Thompson concludes that the project has
proved that a success tit environment contributes sub-
stantially to students' success in school. "For all con-
cerned," he says, "school has become a more pleasant
place to learn and to work."
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Criticiu by Alan Voelker

Environmental Education-

The environment has not been recently discovered. As
early as 1864 George Perkins Marsh acknowledged that a
change in the surface of the land, accompanied by some
suppression of natural productivity and subsequent stim-
ulation of artificially modified productivity, was necessary
to fulfill man's basic needs. But he felt that man had al-
ready exceeded reasonable limits of consumption and
was engaged in aggressive satisfaction of wants.

An environmental dilemma stemming from man's in-
teractions with the land is not new. Recognition of the
need to seek harmony between man and land has been
with us for ages.

Neither are environmental education programs entirely
new. For over 100 years, attempts have been made to
teach people to respect the land rather than abuse it; to
see interrelationships and interdependencies. But the
groups involved dealt with only a fragment of today's
environmental education for they failed to grasp the
complexity of man/land interactions.

The blame is not wholly theirs. Not until the last dec-
ade did the general populous show signs of tuning in.
The public and program developers started to see that
we were dealing with something enormously complex- -
something involving beliefs, attitudes, environmental per-
ceptions and value structures, Providing conceptual
knowledge about the environment was not adequate to
guarantee that respect for the environment would de-
velop in all persons. To educate about the environment
meant to develop an environmental ethic.

One who possesses an environmental ethic uses main-
tenance of environmental quality as a damper on fulfill-
ment of his wants. He can distinguish between basic
physiological and psychological nccds and wants, return-
ing much to the environment even as he derives his
sustenance from it. He realizes that ecosystems are deli-
cate and that man's aggressions increase the probability
of exceeding their elastic limits.

An ethic-oriented environmental program helps the in-
dividual see how his personal actions, singly and collec-
tively, either enhance environmental quality or promote
environmental degradation. Such a program seeks to cre-
ate an awareness among people of the fragile nature of
the environment and a capability to make decisions
based on that awareness.

Dr. Alan M. Voelker is Associate Professor at the University
of Wisconsin, Madison, where he initiated a curriculum devel-
opment project in science-environmental education. He has
served on planning committees on environmental education at
the university, state and national level and in 1971 directed a
six-state environmental workshop for 1.150E. His most recent
published works include Environmental Education: Planning
Priorities.
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Title Impetus for Environmental Education

Title Ill has provided a vehicle for those who see the
big picture to foster development of an environmental
ethic and an opportunity to get the ball rolling at the
local level. The progress is dramatic and increasingly
more sophisticated.

Evidence of how Title III projects have advanced to
encompass today's environmental education is found in
an examination of the validated projects and other proj-
ects funded in 1972-73. They focus on curriculum from
preschool to postsecondary levels. The areas of emphasis
include the cultural relationship of man to the environ-
ment, aquatic resources, urban environmental studies, in-
terdisciplinary programs, improving aesthetic perception,
survival, community action, pollution control, student-
centered programs, open-air laboratories and recreation.

Project personnel are demonstrating that they can suc-
cessfully deal with one or more facets of environmental
education appropriate to local needs and resources. Envi-
ronmental education activities are growing in quality and
quantity through local impetus. One task that remains is
to combine present activities so that future activities are
as comprehensive as possible.

Development of an Environmental Ethic

The sense of an environmental ethic has been cap-
tured by several projects. Collectively, the eight validated
projects have touched bases with most components of
an ethic. Two projects (New Castle, Del., and Yarmouth,
Me.) touch many bases. Three others (Ames, Iowa; Ches-
terfield, Mo.; and Chester, S.D.) cover fewer compo-
nents, but give ample evidence of an ethic orientation.

Many projects emphasize conserving and preserving
resources. Some illustrate how to correct environmental
problems or how to develop a commitment to prevent
environmental problems. Others emphasize a way of
thinking designed to lead to sets of values and behaviors
and a level of commitment commensurate with a quality
environment.

Even those with an environmental ethic, however, do
not always possess the conceptual knowledge and aware-
ness to facilitate desired actions and behaviors. Many of
the validated projects developed this necessary knowl-
edge base, an important fundamental step, and others
have achieved this goal as a side effect.

Most programs emphasize the concepts of interaction,
interrelationship and interdependence. All illustrate and
develop the idea that man is dependent on his environ-
ment. Most projects take into consideration man's im-
pact on natural and manmade environments. Two of the
projects (Hamilton, Mass., and Union, N.).) illustrate the
threat posed by technology.

Major dimensions of the Union, N.J., project are envi-
ronmental change, conservation and preservation. Much



emphasis is placed on understanding and developing the
various legislative and social processes that can be used
in effecting pollution control. In adeition, other projects
give consideration to economic cons and behavioral
processes as useful knowledge for decision making.

Some projects include knowledge of how ecological
relationships give rise to specific control techniques for
use in resource management. One project provides
knowtedgaa of alternative choices and practical decisions
that can alleviate preLiems. There is some inclusion of
data analysis skills and in at least one project there is a
definite plan to develop personal decision-naakir:g skills.

Environmental Awareness: A 'Must'

Another "knowledge" dimension is awareness of cur-
rent problems and happenings. This area is well covered
by the validated projects. Two projects (Ames, Iowa, and
Yarmouth, Me.) deal with the nature and complexity of
environmental problems, the availability of resources,
conservation practices in operation, man's impact on the
environment, the effects of population numbers and af-
fluence, the global nature of environmental problems,
and actions to alleviate problems.

In six of the projects, students are learning how to
make appropriate environmental decisions based on
what is going on in their environmentequally as im-
portant a basis for decision making as abstract knowl-
edge and simulations.

In many projects, students have contact with natural
sites, nearby and far from their schools. In one instance
and to a lesser degree in two others, disturbed sites are
studied. Two projects (Ames, Iowa, and Chesterfield,
Mo.) have developed mobile laboratories to transport
students to diverse sites.

Three projects have developed extensive working rela-
tionships with agencies which have environmental study
areas. Students encounter the environment regularly, and
no longer are restricted to excursions on sunny days in
autumn and spring.

The Yarmouth, Me., project has planned a sequence of
activities that take students from personal considerations
in their immediate environment to the region, the state,
and ultimately to the world environmental problem. The
Poplar Ridge, N.Y., project also stresses the idea that the
world is our environment.

Four projects deal specifically with man's disdain for
the environment, particularly with regard to air pollution,
water pollution and solid waste disposal. Absent from
most programs, in a planned fashion, are the problems
of population numbers and affluence.

Fro m a conceptual perspective, most pieces of the
ideal environmental education program are present in
one form or another in at least one project. Fortunately,
these pieces are found in more than one project.

The Affective Domain: Weak

If there is a weakness in the projects, it is in the affec-
tive area. The affective ca,mension has not been ignored,
but many program developers assume that affective di-
mensionsvalues and beliefswill naturally evolve from
involvement in other activities. Exceptionally strong pro-
grams are found in Ames, Iowa; Yarmouth, Me.; and Po-
plar Ridge, N.Y.

Environmental decisions can be substantially
influenced by one's perception of himself and how well
he feels he can control his destiny. The Ames, Iowa, and

Hamilton, Mass., projects emphasize development of the
individual's self-confidence in his understanding of envi-
ronmental problems. Once a good self-concept has been
established, students have greater concern for others and
for environmental quality and societal survival Approxi-
mately half the projects involve students in teamwork
with their peers and other citizens.

The Curriculum: Multidimensional

From a curricular standpoint, there is more and better
coordination of in,,school and out-of-school activities.
Nearly every project has a plan for vertical articulation of
the curriculum from kindergarten through high school. A
notable strength of the projects is the emphasis placed
on interdisciplinary programs and multidisciplinary con-
tributions to achieving outcomes. In at least four proj-
ects, six or more subject areas contribute to the pro -'
gram's activities.

Placing faith in the ability of local people to perceive
needs and initiate programs has produced a commitment
unheard of when materials and programs are created by
outsiders_ Yet, there is no apparent loss in quality of the
product. The ability to adapt programs and materials to
fit local needs is more productive than the "adopt as is"
philosophy often foisted on consumers by curriculum de-
velopers.

Involvement of Students and Community

An ideal environmental education program hinges on
student involvement, an obvious strength of the vali-
dated projects. Three-fourths of the programs provide
specific opportunities for student activity outside the
classroom. Students study the environment near the
school and in the community, and they study people's
actions and the behaviors exhibited toward that environ-
ment. Over half of the projects include quantitative stud-
ies where students gather data about problems and make
decisions about possible actions. In one project (Yar-
mouth, Me.) students identify and develop the study
sites for use in their programs.

Two projects (Yarmouth, Me., and New Castle, De!.)
devote considerable effort to giving students experience
in working with decision-making bodies. In Ames, Iowa,
students work with individual community personnel and
civic ,groups and some work with governmental agencies
and industrial and business personnel. Project Adventure
in Hamilton, Mass., is heavily involved with social agen-
C;9S.

Hc w To Build a Successful Program

E.,ery project depend', on key personnel, who plan the
program's content and ma,a lain its ongoing effort. In
n. em, the SuCC,Z.3 of the projects can well depend on the
educaZ;cai and re-education of school personnel. This is
one of the strongest features of the validated projects.

Five projects have devoted extensive effort to educat-
ing teachers in the use of available resources, develop-
ment of local leadership and local materials, team teach-
ing, acquiring ecological and environmental knowledge,
development of values, interests and attitudes toward the
environment, and the of diverse sites outside the
classroom.

The techniques used by the projects can yield tremen-
dous insights into the mechanics of environmental edu-
cation for teachers. Both short-erm and long-term activi-
ties are conducted for inservice teachers and prospective
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teachers. Some projects have had a decisive impact on
underg.aduate and graduate education at local cnIleges
and universities.

Several projects are doing a-. excellent job of convert-
ing ideas and strategies into materials suitable for adop-
tion or adaption by others. Three-fourths of the projects
have prepared materials for local use and over half dis-
tribute materials at little or no cost. Materials prepared
in Union, N.J., and Poplar Ridge, N.Y., have already been
field tested.

Although the dominant materials are units and activi-
ties dealing with limited topics, several projects have
produced teacher's guides, environmental inventories and
general models. In three instances, extensive resource
centers and support systems have been developed to fa-
cilitate programs.

In addition to the more classical development activi-
ties, two projects (New Castle, Del., and Yarmouth, Me.)
have invested substantial personnel and finan'cial re-
sources in the identification and development of sites
where students can work. These sites are being devel-
oped in close proximity to schools and adjacent areas
within the community.

Ano 6er strength of the projects is th/a identification
and use of existing resources. This speaks well for their
expertise. To concentrate efforts on developing "artifi-
cial" facilities that put students into contrived situations
often detracts from the use of the real world laboratory.

The Ames, Iowa, project has developed an extensive
inservice program, and Yarmouth, Me., has developed
planning operation for use by other school systems. Each
project has some form of workshop and followup activ-
ity available. The Yarmouth, Me.; Union, N.J.; and Ames,
Iowa, projects have several resource persons available to
help start and sustain programs.

The Ames, Iowa, and Yarmouth, Me., projects use
multiple communication forms to keep others up to date
on their progress and success. The projects in Poplar
Ridge, N.Y., and Chester, S.D., have developed sophisti-
cated techniques for informing local citizens about their
activities. The Yarmouth, Me., project works from a
state perspective, giving it a strong multiplier potential.

Ongoing Progress Evident in Programs

Improvements in projects are evident on many fronts,
including:

Evaluation of prcject activities continues to in-
crease in sophistication. The New Castle, Del.,
and Chesterfield, Mo., projects include a design
for observing behavioral change.
Project personnel are better trained in research
and development skills and have a considerably
expanded view of environmental education.
Program yield is improving.
Locally developed instruments are of higher qual-
ity for measuring cognitive knowledge and evalu-
ating affective concerns.
Psychometric characteristics of instruments are
being established ',f2 more sophisticated fashion.
Students, parents, teachers and community mem-
bers are giving feedback on the projects.
Over half of the projects provide evidence of stu-
dents' increased environmental knowledge.

Philosophically, we have made great strides. The
strengths of the outdoor and conservation education
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movements have been captured and expanded. Commu-
nity involvement has become a fundamental ingredient
of worthwhile programs. Developing an environmental
ethic and helping participants acquire sophisticated deci-
sion-making skills are recognized by most as the ultimate
goals of ;In environmental education program. Both the
explicit plans and the side effects are contributing to the
big picture.

The initial momentum has slowed, but those who will
make lasting impact are still pitching. Most grantsmen
have left, but those with insight and commitment are
persisting and steadily mproving their approach. There is
a substantial pick-up of the best of other's work. The
amount of output per dollar is great in terms of ideas
and procedures.

Broader educational changes consistent with environ-
mental education are also taking place. The hard lines
between subject areas are not so carefully protected.
Students demonstrate a better attitude toward school be-
cause teachers are recognizing that schooling is only part
of an education. The opportunity to study and deal with
ra1 societal problems is making schooling meaningful
for many students. Schools are becoming part of the
community again; real problem solving is becoming a
part of the school curriculum.

Recommendations

1. The "how to" ideas available from the projects
have not been distributed widely. Each validated
project has several things worth distributing on a
large scale. Examples include:
New Castle, Del. The concept of "environmental
conscience" and procedures for involving stu-
dents in studies of natural and disturbed sites.
Ames, !owa. The involvement of students in real
world situations and the mini- and mobile-labs
for taking students to various sites.
Yarmouth, Me. The master plan for developing a
comprehensive program illustrating how environ-
mental problems grow from local to world com-
plexity.
Hamilton, Mass. The development of students'
self-concept and the infusion of Outward Bound
concepts into school programs.
Chesterfield, Mo. Procedures for site develop-
ment and the teacher education system.
Union, N.J. The development of instructional ma-
terials and action processes for alleviating envi-
ronmental problems.
Poplar Ridge, N.Y. The design for a resource
center and follow-up procedures for continued
inservice education.
Chester, S.D. The design for promoting changes
in behavior toward the environment and the
means of attacking specific local problems.

2. The validation process must be retained. It is re-
sponsive to national needs and produces results
pertinent to the local scene. In addition, it in-
sures that projects are innovative and that devel-
opers produce the effects they propose.

3. More input is needed from the social science
and the humanities. More effort also must be
placed on developing programs as an integrated
whole.



4 The strengths of all exist,ng protects should he
identified The results could help determ,ne
which new proposals should be funded, thus en-
hancing the probability that projects would pro-
duce "workable prototypes

5 trial ts need guidance in deseloping ma-
terials Similar thrusts would be repeated onl if
materials had to he modified for use in different
«-ntevts

Curve,. should he «mducted to determine the
impao of priifei t% More information about

projects would allow consumers to make step-
wise decision., in determining whether to initiate
some form of a program.

Resource personnel should be made available
from su«essfur protects to help districts that
are interested in adopting or adapting a prefect'

We have work to do At the same time, we've come a
long way The potential for the future is even better if
we do not allow ourselves to be sidetracked by outside
pressures and irrelevant criteria for judging our success.
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A Validated Project in Environmental Education

Maine Environmental Education Program

How do you get beyond the hypothetical questions
posed in a textbook to identifying and finding solutions
to the real life problems present in the community?

In 1968, administrators and teachers in the small
coastal community of Yarmouth, Me., attempted to an-
swer that question by involving 1,200 students in a lo-
cally funded project in environmental education.

Three goals for all citizens were identified by the pro-
gram: knowledge of the total environment and man's
relation to it, participation in skill development activities
designed to improve the environment, and motivation to
do so. The program also aimed at identifying teaching
techniques and learning experiences that were interdisci-
plinary, relevant, conceptually sound and oriented to de-
cision making.

How the Project Works

The program was originally set up to be schoolwide
with participation by all Yarmouth students. Students in
kindergarten and first grade were confined to school
boundaries as they learned about the environment. For
second and third graders, the neighborhood became
their concern, while grades 4 and 5 focused on the com-
munity and grade 6, on the region. Students in grades
7-12 were encouraged to focus on a statewide, nation-
wide and worldwide basis. Similarly, while lower grade
students (K-6) were to follow a sequential program of
field trips and classroom presentations, the program in
grades 7-12 was more flexible. Students could become
involved in both group and independent activities requir-
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ing them to identify and solve problems by investigation
and evaluation of in-the-classroom and on-site problems.

After the initial year, three nearby school systems
joined in the project, each picking up one-quarter of the
project's expenses. Following this successful expansion,
the project went statewide under Title III funding and
became known as the Maine Environmental Education
Project.

Four school systems were selected for participation in
the statewide project. Each system selected a qualified
and experienced teacher to train at the University of
Michigan in a master's degree program in environmental
education. The teachers are now back in their home dis-
tricts, serving as coordinators. They are developing pro-
grams tailored to local needs.

During the second and third years of the project, the
project director and field consultant worked with other
school systems in making recommendations for the best
use of community resources; school site planning, devel-
opment and utilization; planning and implementing a re-
source center; curriculum planning, implementation and
evaluation; organization of teacher training; and devel-
opment of specific project resources.

Teachers are encouraged to relate subjects to the local
environment where students may participate in first-hand
learning experiences. Teachers, students and local gov-
ernment personnel receive a set of guidelines for com-
piling information on the community. In addition, all
groups have information and plans on school and com-
munity study sites. All levels of the community are get-
ting involved in project activities, and interest in the
project prompted support of a special master's degree
program by the University of Maine at Orono.

Evaluation of the Program

A State Title III evaluation team gave the program
consistently high marks in reaching its objectives. It fo-
cused attention on the project's development of a practi-
cal model for integrating environmental education into
ongoing K-12 curricula in diverse districts of Maine and
with potential for national application.

In evaluating student outcomes, the project report
states that students in the experimental group increased
by 7.5 per cent their ability to evaluate their environment
and identify problems. They improved their problem-
solving skills by 10.9 per cent, but showed no change in
discovery-inquiry skills. The evaluation outcomes were
predictable, according to project staff, since the school
traditionally stresses discovery/inquiry or investigation,
but does not often emphasize how information is to be
evaluated and problems are to be solved.
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Costs: Development and Operation

Developmental costs for the Title III effort averaged
approximately $7 per student over a four-year period, ac-
cording to the project report. If a coordinator's salary is
figured into the cost to an adopting district, the per-pu-
pil cost for the first year would be about $5.50, and
about $3.75 per pupil per year for continuation.

The Maine project notes that all satellite demonstra-
tion programs initiated under Title III are currently oper-
ating with local funds. It is also involved in developing
programs that can be run by classroom tea'..ilt rs, with as-
sistance and support from citizens. Although such pro-
grams may appeal to school systems because of the
small amount of money required, the project maintains
that they are not as effective as those under the direc-
tion of a coordinator.

After Five Years: What?

The fever pitch of the first year's activity has slowed,
but the project is continuing after five years. A resource
center continues to offer students additional exposure to
information and materials. It contains charts, maps,
games, field equipment, audiovisual aids and mounted
specimens.

Community volunteers lead field hips and actively
support the project in other ways. When funds were
needed for construction of a pond, for instance, four
community organizations contributed substantial
amounts. One supporter deeded to the town 20 acres of
field and forest in the middle of a rapidly developing
residential area to be managed and used by the environ-
mental education program.
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Students investigating air quality
with a portable air testing device.
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Critique by Donald I. Barr

Curriculum Improvement

The 23 validated projects in the curriculum improve-
meat categories vary in their content and purpose. At
first glance it would appear that they do not belong to-
gether, but even the dictionary defines curriculum as an
aggregation of courses of study given in a school. What
has never been simple is the decision of what content
should make up the curriculum and how the whole or
its parts should be transmitted for learning.

Educators seem to agree th it the core of the curricu-
lum is made up of the three R's. Curriculum "innova-
tions" generally have been directed toward teaching the
same contentincluding the three R'sbut teaching it
differently.

Innovations in other areas of education affect what
happens to the curriculum. In the last 15 years, for in-
stance, education has gone through a series of experi-
mental programs like team teaching and modular sched-
uling. Alternative schools, another innovation, have been
designed to experiment with the whole of curriculum
but change has been directed primarily at questions on
the process of learning within these schools. Documenta-
tion is scarce on what is successful as a result of the ex-
perimental programs, and why it is successful.

Another question that arises is whether change is

made for the sake of change or if curriculum innovations
result in knowledge that will be useful for the student in
today's and tomorrow's world. Seldom have those who
planned innovations looked beyond immediate achieve-
ment or objectives which stress attitudinal outcomes.

Prior to tackling the job of evaluating the 23 projects
in curriculum development, I had little direct contact
with Title III projects. I approached the task with a fair
degree of skepticism because "innovation" has usually
meant examining parts of the curriculum and seldom
confronting questions of curricular ends, freedom, re-
sponsibility. My skepticism vanished somewhat after
reading the project reports and validation reports be-
cause of the amount of genuine enthusiasm expressed by
project participants, teachers and evaluators. Something
good seemed to be happening; the data supported the
changes being made and stated objectives generally were
being met.

Curriculum Innovations: Change for What End?

Following are the criteria used to highlight innovative
features of the projects. They try to look past immediate
"success" data and raise the question of "change for
what end?"

Dr. Donald I. Barr is Chairperson of the Division of Academic
Services, New York State College of Human Ecology, Cornell
University. In addition, he has conducted leadership training
and skill development workshops for educational personnel;
served as a panel member and convention speaker; and
authored numerous publications and research reports.
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Criterion 1:

How did the decision get made to become involved in
the project? Were current issues related to speculation
about future needs?

The decision to embark on the 23 specific programs
originated within the local school districts, placing the
responsibility for design and implementation at the local
level. The state and federal government maintained a
consultant role. Projects got started in the following
ways:

Someone in the district was particularly interested
in a curriculum area and wanted to develop it.
Dramatic illustrations include Media Now and the
Urban Arts Program, where local commitment and
resources were important in building the program.
A broad assessment of local needs was under-
taken in a few of the 23 projects. In Ocilla Ga.,
the needs assessment conducted in Project HOPE
revealed startling deficiencies in many educational
areas. Community involvement in the project indi-
cates that an initial assessment may be particularly
important for long-term positive results and conti-
nuity.
The idea was "borrowed" from another school
district. Projects that seem to have been initiated
due to an external force include those in New
Haven, Ind.; Lakewood, Ohio; Hopkins, Minn.;
Wilmington, Del.; and Bowling Green, Ky.

No matter where the idea for a project starts, it seems
critical to genuinely assess local needs before moving
ahead on the project. Results seem clearer when this is
done. Good examples are Project HOPE and Media Now.
Both projects make adjustments based on community
needs.

In one project, which had no students or parents on
the planning committee and which used outsiders to de-
sign the assessment questionnaire, the results indicated
change was not viewed from an educational/learning
norm.

The critical point in the planning, implementing and
evaluation of a project is the balance of internal and ex-
ternal information, concerns and needs.

Although behavioral outcomes related to student
needs for the future were implicit in initiating the proj-
ects, such issues seldom surfaced or were dealt with di-
rectly. Most projects assumed that students were not
being effectively taught math, science, physical educa-
tion, reading and humanities and that better ways could
be designed. "Better" usually meant teaching in ways
that would result in better performance by students on
achievement tests, although the question of why students
should be taught "better" was mentioned only briefly by
a few project reports.



The LRC Computer Network project clearly stated that
learning to use computer technology was important for
living in society. The project set out to improve techno-
logical learning in the rural area and it has been suc-
cessful. However, questions of the ethics of computer
use and the potential impact of technology on humanity
were not raised. Nor were they raised in a related proj-
ect, Learner Orientation to Technology.

Two other projectsOccupational Versatility and
SPHERE Inc.also address themsleves to future-oriented
issues. Occupational Versatility concerns the appropriate
use of industrial tools, while SPHERE Inc. is responding
to the long-term needs of "disadvantaged" children.
Generally, the programs are patching up deficient learn-
ings.

Criterion 2:

Are content areas in the curriculum interrelated to
each other through the teaching process or knowledge
utilization efforts?

Learners by the thousands are being cranked out of
schools today with blinders, with little understanding of
the purpose for learning the relationship between con-
tent areas, or the learning or interaction process between
schools and society. The fetish for specialization in our
schools is producing a great many knowledgeable people
but people who are incapable of relating what they
are doing to anycoe or an fining else.

Those who conceived the 23 projects, like most edu-
cators, tended to be parochial about the content area in
which they were involved. In planning, implementation
and evaluation, they tended to view success or failure
totally from within the context of their particular area.
Individuals involved in developing projects did not ap-
pear to question the impact which learning in the proj-
ect might have on other areas of study, nor did they ad-
dre themselves to questions of knowledge utilization.

Projects like the Pre-Algebra Development Center, the
Wyoming Model Laboratory Mathematics Project, the
LRC Computer Network and the Laboratory Science in
Clover are examples of parochial projects.

Some of the projects that hoped to have influence in
other content areas were Project MOPPET, the Urban
Arts Program, the Multi-Media Approach to Learning,
Occupational Versatility, and Exploring Creative Frontiers.

In these projects, some insights were discovered about
teaching a specific content area. However, data are lack-
ing to show that what was being discovered also was
being communicated and applied in other areas. For ex-
ample, when I inquired of Project MOPPET what impact
it was having on the teaching approach used by other
classroom teachers, project personnel responded "very
little." They said they did see this as an important need.
As an outside evaluator, I believe the direct confronta-
tion of the project to the traditional form of teaching
and learning has clear messages for many areas of study.
Teachers from any area of learning could learn from ob-
serving the process being used in MOPPET.

Some projects tried to look across the entire curricu-
lum. Two in particular are the Dale Avenue Urban Child-
hood Education Project and the Drug Abuse Education
Program.

In the Dale Avenue Project, all teachers are required
to teach reading fry the first 45 minutes every morning.
As a result, the music, science and physical education

teachers have had to develop means of teaching reading
within the framework of their content areas. What the
music teacher was doing to teach reading is one of the
innovative features of that project and should be taped
for dissemination. Students move from breaking codes
through symbols to putting words with the symbols,
while playing small African drums, miniature violins and
electric pianos. The students often make up their own
words for the symbols.

Unfortunately, even these projects fell short of contin-
uously questioning and probing content and process re-
lationships in learning. Only if this begins to kappen will
the learner be better prepared to use the knowledge he
has gained to cope with living in today's society. If ques-
tions of process could be addressed across disciplines, as
well as within disciplines, teaching and learning rather
than economics and procedural issues would have a
much more central focus for curriculum development.

Criterion 3:

Are new materials being developed that enhance cur-
riculum development?

A great deal of material coming out of these projects
appears to have potential for dissemination across the
country Most of the projects are experimenting with var-
ious ways to present substance.

Projects with materials ready for dissemination are
Media Now, Dale Avenue School Project, Project MOP-
PET and Wyoming Model Laboratory Project. Those in
the process of writing materials for dissemination include
Drug Abuse Education, Occupational Versatility, Explor-
ing Creative Frontiers, Conceptually Oriented Mathemat-
ics, and Basic Skills through Practical Arts. The materials
originate from the grassroots and go through rigid pilot
testing by students, parents and teachers. For these rea-
sons, they appear to be deserving of national dissemina-
tion.

Dissemination should include a description of how
materials were tested and the outcomes they are de-
signed to achieve. Projects like the Dale Avenue Project
and Media Now are doing face-to-face training programs
with other faculties before releasing the materialsa val-
uable but time-consuming step in the dissemination
process.

Criterion 4:

Are learners being challenged to evaluate critically the
mass of information in schools and society?

An obvious explosion of information is flowing toward
young people through television, paper materials, record-
ings and lectures. One sees a passive readiness to accept
nonsense as valid. Unfortunately, educators do not seem
to be assuming much responsiblity for helping students
to separate the garbage from the substance in the infor-
mation flow.

The development of skilis iuc uitically evaluating the
validity of information should be an important learning
outcome in today's schools. But little has been done in
the 23 projects to teach these skills and even less has
been done to help students build toward constructive
change. Technology-television and computers were often
used in the projects as part of the teaching techniques.
Projects like Decision Making Through Inquiry and
Media Now had some critical skill learning objectives.
The Media Now Project found that students who partici-
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paced tended to resist persuasion of media messages
more than the control group. Except for this finding it
wits difficult to locate data on whether students were
being confronted with critical listening, observation and
thinking skills.

Criterion 5:

Are students being taught the relationship between
freedom and responsibility?

Handling freedom with responsiblity is a major stum-
bling block to responsible citizenship. Few efforts have
been made in curriculum development to confront stu-
dents directly with their responsiblity and accountability
for learning.

The projects did not generally place freedom and res-
ponsiblity as a primary outcome objective, although I an
sure that issue was very much a part of many programs.
A notable exception is the Occupational Versatility Proj-
ect where a core objective is helping industrial arts stu-
dents to be managers of their own learning. Students se-
lect what they wan` to do, how they do it, what
materials to use. They keep their own records. The
teacher is defined as safety foreman and facilitator of
student learning. Results of this project are enthusiastic
and impressive, and the model has definite implications
for teaching areas besides industrial arts. The project's
leaders challenge the learner to determine direction and
motivation and to be accountable.

Criterion 6:

What has been learned about teaching affective
growth?

Even though affective growth was not stated as a pri-
mary objective, many of the validation reports described
a positive change in students' attitude toward self and
school. One of the important outcomes from these proj-
ects is how they were able to balance and integrate
affective and cognitive !earnings.

The Multi-Media Approach and Learning Project had
as a major thrust the development in students of a posi-
tive self-concept. Other projects like Basic Skills Through
Practical Arts, Educational Services for Pregnant Teen-ag-
ers, Project HOPE, Drug Abuse Education, Constructive
Control of Behavior and Multi-Media Approach to Learn-
ing also included affective objectives. All projects had
difficulty quantifying affective changes, although they
could be a rich source of subjective data on affective
growth.
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Criterion 7:
Are the projects experimenting with multiple processes

for transmitting knowledge?
A strength of many projects was their commitment to

investigating and evaluating new and different means of
teaching. In the projects related to the arts, science,
mathematics, physical education and many others, a

basic rationale for the project was dissatisfaction with
the narrow way material was being transmitted to the
learner. Generally, the projects seemed to confront he
idea that students need to understand the form in which
something is being taught in order to learn. The projects
explored various processes of interaction for teaching
and learning, rather than relying on a single form.

The Conceptually Oriented Mathematics Program was
primarily designed break the textbook mold in teach-
ing mathematics by using small-group instruction for stu-
dents who previously had not succeeded in mathematics.
The nature of instruction and the materials are not dra-
matically innovative, but sound and open educational
practices are indicated. The project effectively taught
mathematics by integrating material that suited the stu-
dent's stage of development.

Projects that appear to have the most potential in dis-
seminating material on multiple teaching and learning
processes are: Pre-Algebra Development Centers, Dale
Avenue Project, Project MOPPET, Wyoming Model Labo-
ratory, Media Now, and Urban Arts Program.

The areas in which the projects have important impli-
cations for curriculum development are:

Local assessment of needs, along with outside
help in developing the program (i.e., Project
HOPE).
Use of community and area resources to improve
the teaching and utilization process (i.e., Urban
Arts Program and Multi-Media Approach to Learii-
ing).
Production and training program for the use of
new materials in curriculum development (i.e.,
Media Now and Dale Avenue School Project).
Improvement in the achievement performance of
students.
Insights into the projects' integration of affective
and cognitive learning, which may have resulted
from: teachers' belief in students' ability to learn;
teachers' commitment to the projects, communi-
cating to students a sense of purpose and excit-
ment; a sense of camaraderie among teachers and
students involved in the experimental projects;
and a sense of hope that things can get better.



A Validated Project in Curriculum Development

Dale Avenue Project

Although most inner-city schools are not performing
at the national norm in reading and math, Dale Av-
enue children who have had a performance objec-
tive curriculum from prekindergarten are at or
above the national norm in reading and math at first
and second grade.

That claim is made by the Title III-funded Dale Ave-
nue School in Paterson, N.J. The prekindergartners who
followed the performance objective curriculum for three
years progressed from a point of entry in 1969 where
their mean IQ was "well below the national norm"
through the second grade, where their mean IQ regis-
tered 100.

The progress made by the students has led to wide-
spread interest in the project. Dale Avenue School, an
air-conditioned and carpeted facility renovated from an
abandoned warehouse, serves an integrated urban popu-
lation. It has responded to the public's interest by open-
ing the facility to visitors one day a week and by en-
couraging other systems to draw on its trained staff and
developed materials.

How the Project Got Started
District administrators realized soon after the opening

of the school in February 1969 that staffing was insuffi-
cient to complete a needs assessment of the urban pop-
ulation and to develop the kind of curriculum that could
respond to those needs and provide individualized in-
structicn for students. The district requested federal
funding under Title III and in October 1970, its request
was met with a $91,900 grant. The needs assessment a s

well under way, and 381 children were actively involved
as participants or control group students during the first
year.

The performance objective curriculum was used for
part of the 1970-71 school year, with all 550 students in
the prekindergarten through third level placed under the
system the following year. Performance objectives were
developed in the area of listening, naming, observing,
speaking, perceptual motor skills, writing and :notor
skills, classification, math, decoding and seriation. Stu-
dents are pretested with the performance objectives and
then placed in groups according to their accomplish-
ments.

The number of staff involved in the project steadily in-
creased. During the first year, for instance, only the
prekindergarten and kindergarten teachers, aides and ad-
ministrators were involved in training. During the last
two years of federal funding, all staff members partici-
pated in teacher training workshops, which concentrated
on understanding the inner-city child and language de-

velopment, as well as how to use the performance
objective testing program, the audiology program, and
the methods and materials in perceptual training, math,
reading and individualization.

How the Program Works

The adult/student ratio varies, with the younger chil-
dren requiring the most attention. In the prekindergar-
ten, one teacher, an aide and an associate work with 15
children. At the kindergarten level, the ratio is approxi-
mately 1:12, with a teacher and an aide assigned to an
average size class of 24 students. Nine aides divide
their time among 15 teachers in the first through third
levels.

A unique part of the Dale Avenue approach involves
all children in levels 1-3 in a homogeneous reading
group for 45 minutes daily. The groups are small from
5 to 13 studentsand all teachers, aides and specialists
take part in the sessions. Individualization occurs with
the matching of the child's needs to the instructor's ex-
pertise.

The art teacher uses her skill in visual perception to
aid students who have difficulty in recognizing letters.
The music teacher combines music and reading skills in

A corner big enough for two
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instructing a group of students who have auditory prob-
lems. The home economics teacher works with third-
level students who have not been able to learn to read
in any other group. She basically concentrates on vocab-
ulary-building by interesting students in words related to
the kitchen, food, recipes and marketing. Children who
experience difficulty in speech and language join the
group coordinated by the speech therapist.

The staff has developed its own tests to identify defi-
cits in the child's cognitive skills as an aid in grouping.
The performance objectives are used as both a curricu-
lum and evaluation instrument. Teachers systematically
record both student progress and student gaps in order
to individualize instruction according to indications of
need for a different approach, pacing or grouping.

Is the Program Effective?
The project bases its claims of "success" on the results

of standardized tests, staff-made tests, and achievement
and behavior-rating tests. Children who entered the
prekindergarten with emotional, speech, perceptual or
learning problems or with little or no ability in using
standard English are now functioning at the national
norm in IQ, performance and behavior. Prekinder-
gartners who did not know their own names on entering
the program could "think, verbalize and proudly per-
form" by the end of the first or second level, according
to the project report.

The four-member validation team that assessed the
project in December 1972 concluded that "behavior can
be modified and test scores can be raised significantly
when an ameliorative program based on an adequate
needs assessment is formulated,"
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Is It Exportable?

The project puts its developmental costs at $1,440 per
child, but it says cost for replication or adaptation would
be minimal. The four validators agreed with the project's
conclusion, adding some helpful hints for adopting
school districts. They noted, for instance, that a district
might have to add some audio equipment, cassette and
phone setsmost of which was already available to the
Dale Avenue School.

The validators noted that a school undertaking the
project should plan to devote several weeks :o "high-
level inservice education for the teachers." This should
include work with the program and with parents and ap-
propriate social workers "to gain a sympathetic under-
standing of the background of the children." Appropriate
activities for parents of children in the targeted area
could include some of the social work activities, such as
gathering and distributing clothing when needed by chil-
dren, and fixing snacks and lunches.

"The success of this program," said the validation
team, "is due to some substantial degree to the enthusi-
asm and knowledge of the staff. There is constant, posi-
tive monitoring of the program. A school principal
would have to provide this leadership. Unusual combina-
tions of people are put togetherolder teachers just re-
turning to the profession with younger ones just out of
college, older aides with younger teachers.-

The validation team ended its report by inferring that
the Dale Avenue staff members, who operate as a

knowledgeable and highly professional leadership team,
may be the reason why the performance objective cur-
riculum is working.



A Validated Project in Reading

Project Pegasus

Project PEGASUS aims at solving one of the most
critical education needs in the countryreadingand it
does so in a 141?^. that seems to hark its claim of high
exportability to, otoer districts. The project is serving
1,300 students in a targeted school and three satellite
schools of Tuscaloosa, Ala. In addition, the city's school
board has officially adopted the project's practices on a
systemwide basis and employs a resource teacher to help
elementary teachers incorporate the practices into their
teaching methods.

PEGASUS depends largely on two strategies:
(1) accelerating children's reading achievements through
a continuous learning plan for basic communication and
reading skills and (2) using a differentiated staffing ar-
rangement that includes aides and student teachers.

The project recognizes that learning is multidimen-
sional, and places more emphasis on the progressive,
continuous building of reading skills than on specific
instructional materials. For this reason, PEGASUS reports
its approach can be used with any basal series or other
approach to reading instruction. Personal interaction be-
tween student and teacher is stressed; classroom organi-
zation or space requirements are not.

Specific reading skills are defined within 16 sequen-
tial elementary levels which make up the program's
"Continuous Progress Reading Materials." Teachers deter-
mine the children's entry level in reading and communi-
cation skills and diagnose the skills in which instruction
is needed. Children are grouped and subgrouped ac-
cording to their established needs, and one-to-one
instruction is provided as needed. Teachers conduct for-
mative evaluation of specific skills and use a graphic
chart to keep track of each student's mastery at a given
level. Pre/post reading tests yield information to fulfill
the program's summative evaluation requirements.

As a child masters the particular grc,up of skills in-
cluded in one level, he progresses to another. At level
4, for instance, a student must be able to demonstrate
competency in performing 30 objectives which are or-
ganized in three skills areas: word analysis (basic vocab-
ulary, phonetic analysis, structure analysis, word meaning
and usage); comprehension (main idea, details, sequence
and inference); and study skills (following directions,
locating and organizig information, and oral and silent
reading).

The project claims that one of its most important
contributions to the effectiveness of the PEGASUS ap-
proach is the resource file of plans for skill development
activities, which are organized for the rapid, average and
slower attaining student. The activities have been devel-

oiled by the teachers in accordance with the diagnosed
needs of the students.

One performance objective for students at level 4
deals with putting words in A, B, C order. The activity
developed by a teacher to build the student's confidence
and proficiency in mastering this skill combines art,
geography, history and local custom. Following a class
discussion about the state of Hawaii, students make leis
by pasting paper petals together. Each petal has a word
printed on it, which the children must arrange in alpha-
betical order. Teachers evaluate the students' degree of
mastery while they are performing the task as well as
during a follow-up exercise requiring them to determine
the correct alphabetical order of a mimeographed list
of words.

Students also have a chance to combine fun with
learning through contributions to their own periodical,
"Let's Read Our Creative Writing." Even the first and
second graders are encouraged to contribute stories,
poems and artwork. The periodical is sent to parents as
an informal means of sharing with them the reading-
related activities in which their children are involved.
Parents also are provided feedback on their children's
progress through regularly scheduled conferences and a
written report.

Staff Development

In I..GASUS, differentiated staffing occurs in terms of
varying planning and coordinating responsibilities rather
than in terms of teaching competency or practices. This
means the roles played by certified and noncertified staff
members undergo continual reassessment and refine-
ment. Classroom aides, student teachers and other in-
structional personnel may move progressively upward
on the career ladder.

In the target and satellite schools, serving students in
grades 1-6, the project director is assisted by evaluators,
curriculum associates, a reading resource analyst, admin-
istrative and secretarial personnel, and video technicians.
The classroom instructional staff includes a coordinating
teacher for each cluster of two grades, supported by
teachers, associate and student teachers, an instructional
aide and a clerical aide.

Training and retraining are required for all personnel.
The project director, the evaluator and curriculum asso-
ciates conduct summer workshops and weekly and half-
day workshops during the school year. Through an infor-
mal arrangement with the University of Alabama, prin-
cipals and teachers enroll in graduate-level classes in
teacher education. Another aspect of staff development
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involves each certified teacher, instructional aide and
student teacher in self-assessment and cooperative assess-
ment via videotaped micro-teaching segments.

Staff role definitions were refined as responsibilities
were modified during the first two operational years.
The project sees such change as a positive aspect of
differentiated staffing, as well as a strategy for evolving
a better program.

Another strategy has been the reevaluation of the
Continuous Progress Reading Materials, resulting in major
curriculum revision work by the project staff and a
small group of teachers. The staff also replaced the first
reading inventory with another commercial product which
was modified to adapt it more closely to the instruc-
tional reading level of the project. The diagnostic ma-
terials were revised during 1972-73 and two junior high
skill levels were added to the materials.

Evidence of Effectiveness

The project set the expected level of performance
at a higher level of gain than achieved by children in
the project schools in prior years. In the target school,
30 per cent of the first and second graders were ex-
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pected to gain 1.8 years in grade placement or to score
at least 1.0 year above their grade level. In fiscal 1972,
32 per cent of the children reached the goal, and in
fiscal 1973, the figure jumped to 41 bier cent. Students
in the upper grade levels did even batter. Thirty-five
per cent of the grade 3-4 students and 45 per cent of
those in grades 5-6 achieved the goal in 1972. In the
following year, 41 per cent of the students in both grade
levels met or exceeded the goal.

In the satellite schools, only 23 per cent of the first
and second graders in 1972 met the 1.8 years' advance-
ment goal. The following year, the figure dropped to 12
per cent. The project report says "a drastic population
change" in September 1972 may be the reason. At that
time, the school absorbed a number of children from an
inner-city school.

Children in the upper grades of the satellite schools
hit closer to the mark. In 1972, 32 per cent of the stu-
dents in grades 3-4 and 28 per cent of those in grades
5-6 gained at least 1.8 years in grade placement. Com-
parable figures for 1973 were 38 per cent of the third
and fourth graders and 48 per cent of the fifth and sixth
graders.



Exportability

As far as costs are concerned, much of the develop-
ment work has already been done. The Continuous Prog-
ress Reading Materials can be reproduced by mimeo-
graphing or offset printing. The materials can be keyed to
any basal re',-,er series and special reading teachers are
not needed '.o put the PEGASUS approach into opera-
tion. On that basis, PEGASUS estimates developmental
costs at approximately $159 per child, which includes the
prototype models for instruction, staff development and
community involvement. For the adopting school, the
cost to initiate and develop the approach is estimated
at $18 per child plus staff training. PEGASUS says adopt-
ing schools should plan to employ curriculum associates
or resource teachers to ensure effective replication.

Kudos

PEGASUS proudly notes that it was one of two Title
Ill projects chosen for an hour-long TV presentation on
issues and innovations in Alabama education. Another
plus is the high level of community support, due to the
impact on students' reading. PEGASUS expects to con-
tinue to make a significant contribution to citywide in-
struction, even after Title ill funds terminate. As an
initial step in that direction, a continuing progress work-
shop for junior high school teachers in Tuscaloosa was
supported through local instructional funds in August
1973.

One parent summarized the feeling of many in the
community: "It (the project) shows a great advancement
in children's education since I went to school, and I

graduated in 1969."

424-
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FISCAL YEAR 1974 ALLOCATIONS
ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT, TITLE III

U.S. and Outlying Area

50 States and D.C.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

Massachusetts
Michioan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

District of Columbia
American Samoa
Guam
Puerto Rico
Trust Territory

Virgin Islands
Bureau of Indian Affairs

Amounts
State Reserved for

Allotment 303(c)
Activities

85% States' Share 15% Commissioner's Share

Total for Grants 15% for
to LEAs Handicapped

Total for Grants
to LEAs

15% for
Handicapped

$ 146,168,000 $ 12,255,114 $ 113,825,953 $ 17,073,891 $ 20,086.933 $ 3,013,040

47 /4
7

141,782,960 11.835,720r r7-
110,455,154 16,568,271 19,492,086 2,923,812

, A
2,449 468 170,893 1,936,789 290,518 341,786 51,268

539,162 150,000 330,788 49,618 58,374 8,756
1,425,868 150,000 1,084,488 162,673 191,380 28,707
1,483,609 150,000 1,133,568 170,035 200,041 30,006

12,658,631 883,160 10,009,150 1,501,372 1,766,321 264,949
1,670,727 150,000 1,292,618 193,893 228,109 34,216
2,119,208 150,000 1,673,827 251,074 295,381 44,307

681 038 150,000 451 382 67,707 79,656 11,948
4,337,343 302,605 3,429,527 514,429 605,211 90,782
3,168,026 227,025 2,504,951 375,743 442,050 66,308

809,352 150,000 560,449 84,067 98,903 14,835
787,531 150,000 541,901 81,285 95,630 14,344

7,241,045 505,189 5,725,478 858,822 1,010,378 151,557
3,558,086 248,239 2,813,370 422,006 496,477 74,472
2,028,533 150,000 1,596,753 239,513 281,780 42,267

1,664,413 150,000 1,287,251 193,088 227,162 34,074
2,268,436 158,263 1,793,647 269,047 316,526 47,479
2,643,652 184,441 2,090,329 313,549 368,882 55,332

938,488 150,000 670,215 100,532 118,273 17,741
2,729,393 190,423 2,158,124 323,719 380,846 57,127
3,740,901 260,993 2,967,922 443,688 521,986 78,298
6,026,892 420.481 4,765,444 714,817 840962 126,144
2,707,542 188,898 2,140,847 321,127 377,797 56,670
1,726,634 150,000 1,340,139 201,021 236,495 35,474
3,145,843 219,477 2,487,411 373,112 438,955 65,843

778,266 150,000 534,026 80,104 94,240 14,136
1,228,975 150,000 917,129 137,569 161,846 24,277

638,079 150,000 414,867 62,230 73,212 10,982
782,786 150,000 537,868 80,680 94,918 14,238

4,687,547 327,038 3,706,433 555,965 654,076 98,111

1,002,4E3 750 000 724 610 108,692 127.873 19.181
11,317,079 789,564 8,948,388 1,342,258 1,579,127 236,869
3,445,821 240,406 2,724,603 408,690 480,812 72,122

731,658 150,000 494,409 74,161 87,249 13,087
7,043,933 491,437 5,569,621 835,443 982,875 147,431

1,833,574 150,000 1,431,038 214,656 252,536 37,880
1,574,962 150,000 1,211,218 181,683 213,744 32,062
7,533,983 525,627 5,957.103 893,565 1,051,253 157,688

885,353 150,000 625,050 93,758 110,303 16,545
1,933,956 150,000 1,516,363 227,454 267,593 40,139

759,238 150,000 517,852 77,678 91,386 13,708
2,685,524 187,362 2,123,438 318,516 374,724 56.209
7,439,733 519,051 5.882,580 882,387 1,038,102 1 155,715
1,018,080 150,000 737,868 110,680 130,212 19.532

614,620 150,000 394,927 59,239 69,693 10,454

3,155,554 220,155 2,495,089 374 263 440,310 66,046
2,373.199 165,572 1,876,483 281.472 331,144 49,672
1,368,140 150,000 1,035,419 155,313 182,721 27.408
3.087,703 215,421 2,441,440 366,216 430,842 64,626

552,486 150,000 342,113 51,317 60,373 9,056

760,407 150,000 518,846 77,827 91,561 13,734
188,128 50,000 117,409 17 611 20,719 3,108
262,424 50,000 180,560 27,084 31,864 4,780

3,144,654 219,394 2,486,471 372,971 438.789 65,818
282,758 50,000 197,844 29,677 34,914 5,237

210,427 50,000 136,363 20,454 24.064 3,610
296.649 - 252,152 37,823 44,497 6,675

_VAdminr.tration of State Plan; obtaining assistance for State
Advisory Council; evaluating and disseminating the program.

Information from U.S. Office of Education.



FY 1973 Stew
Moment

FY 1972 Stew
Amotment

FY 1971 Star
Allotment

FY 1970 Siete
Anotmen,

FY 1909 State
Allotment

FY 1968 Stet, FY 1967 Stets
Allotment , Allotment 1

FY 1986 Star
Allotment

$ 171,188,000

186,204,178

A 5,

$ 146,248,000

141,080,500

4...

$ 143.243,000

138,945,710

-4
$ 116,393,000 $ 164. 876,000

112,901,210 158,929,720

2 040 343 2 7 740

--4
$ 187,876,003 II 135,000,000

163,328,758 131,707,317

3,424,541 2,483,073

11 75,000,000

73,500,000

,384,922
576,925 538,610 526,496 483,700 647,744 452,568 377,273 286,285

LOUD, 1,415,186
1 530539

1, 872 1,143,854 1,516,112 1 , 1 i. 1, '. rT.
1,700,020 11505,609 1,286,286 1,713,497 1,936 210 1,418,521 847 491

15,026,435 12,513,028 i 12.194,861 9,661,930 i 14,182,781 16,449,141 4 _11,804,104

1,447,782'
5,996,384

1,922,730
t

1,623,998 1
T 2,087,064
4 167.311 1

4,180,174 ,
3,238,886 4

829,122 .4

794,140
7,188,477
3,512,220
2 040 799_..,

1,733,252
2.293,271
2,714,543

1,581,7811
r 2,064,631 ,

4,037:055
3,150,286

821,878
781,230

+ 7 067 572
1 3,445,650
* 1,978,8334

1,699.025
2,246,048

4
4 2,8'58,379
* 921,749' 2.506,658
4

3664,779
5 857 ,683

4 2,5.97,693

1,307,900 1,744,119 1,977,076 ' 854,131
2,470,608 t

1 ,887,122 2,333,909 -1--2,676,143 1,937,827
521,739;

3,741,378
3,023,851

1,088,743
362,298

2,004,323
1,663,178

744,,7 597171 I 7K180
4 530,180

-85k430
3,182,146 5245,934 I_1.122.311

3 730 576 2,619,142 ,, 3,625,030 4,223,564 4

807,601 716,722 ,
689,438

5 660 541
4 786,361

1 648 4504 _._ .-1. -4_

1,422,144
1,849,485 -1

TIM :754

874,776 858,244 661,975 438,234
871 536 858,909 848,919 655,429 442,524

3,609,4918 578 342__,_ ____
4 184,1330
2,363,459

+ 8,223,590t 0,585,795 6J73,178
, ,

2,292,4891
, 4,624,411 3,305,175 ; 1,823,414

2,689,963
1 4

1,933,483

2,213,500 1,613,194

1,128,420

943,2031915,213 1,042,094
2,622,860'

+ -33374,64511--
2,659,868 3,071,760 2,215,481

4

1,272,427
3 106156 3,56.1,093 '---- -1.733i ,891 1,408,877
1 051,206 92 ,497

2,641,007

3605,664
5,968,863
2,657,851
1-3/n2X7-
3,159,124

776,115
1,2207611

629,503
711 038_, _.,

4 662 810

1,013,903
11,386,728

-4-

3,536,034
734,866

7,101,900

604,617 .4-

14 2,088,229
4-

2 967 743

1,011 142 1,078,491 -4 816,560 530,937
1208,507
4412419

2,956,164 3,397,502 2,444,096 1,338,701

4 152,180
-47

4,836,193 3,453,108 1,916,761
7031230
3 1ersoo

4,801,787
ZO9 2
1.502.44g

+-
6,801,512 7,885,323 , 5,593,773 2,976,979
21976 4_ 1,399,113

1 71

____A _4___

-12.385-L.011 1.735.6062.072,827 1.020.711-+-
3.704,172

+ ---1,-V§.735
4 3,072,094

772,936
1206,811

613,006
755,932

4,548,731

989,211
11,192,4 .11
3,472,478

728,2674_
6,993,555

2,481,771

609,277
1 024 790

, ,
3,576,532 4,126,703 2,955,870 1,833,843

81342.504?
__1.396,944

893,656

+ 857,992
1,355 131

+ 8¢ 1.654 557.349 443.556,

1 1.501,013 1,113.0874 089,615
327.909551,066

665,545
3,626 822

648 828 584,322
4

489,728 ,
885,889 815,216 794,968 617,565 412,894

5,530,131
i

5,248,181 6,078,962 4,326,020

890,947.
11,005,483

2,326,965

559,287
6,831,022

1,127 375 860,486
8,989,461

1,112,240 1,184,497
15,596,19613,429.700

4,061,212
13,257,957

2 787,844 4,011,337 4,706,504 3,362,088
806,364 625,564 1

1,863,664
425,588006 036 653,528 815,806

8,343,736 5,670,394 8,124,450 1, 9,489,272 6,719 472 3,597A74

2,116,562 1,830415
1,1548,955
7,467,161

1

1,804_,001 1!4961021 2 039 599 2,341,021 1,702,628
1,723,476 1,931,407 1,415,150

1,000,140
825,2661508,748 1,508,3934

7,413,109
1,267,496

927,001 5,928.233 , 8,707,724 10,293,043 7,283,581 3,943,399
+-IX,911 ' 858,630 i 751,528 ' 950,675 986,799 738,160

1,886,501
488,792

1,100,805' s 2,611,863-* 1,871,261 1 1,634,142 2,247,004 2,603,012
4

837,661
4- 1

753,750 752,638 670,038 4 838,156 833,672 644,729 446,048
3,156,294

--+-2733,501
2,4,_639,066
1 O'M 941

A - - 4-
608 78'

2,14_13N4
7,332,648_1
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1,1451940 1,004,5434.

600 408
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*
4
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4

501,223
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3,161,235

193,478
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1076,048
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2,411,336

' 262,626
3,848,997

206,809
346464,140

124.526
2,112,353
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140.692

1,781,210
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INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Parent-Partners Traineeship (PPT) Phyllis
Hobson. Project Director, Maude Alton
Elementary Sc hool, 533 48th Place N E ,

dshington. U ( 2(1019 1202 3964316,
629-6971)

A New Adventure in Learning (Grade
level h -3 June Johnson, Project Direc-
tor, 2757 SA' Pensacola St , Tallahassee,
Fla 32304 (904 877 8595)

Success in Mathematics Through At
Reading Techniques (SMART) (Grade
level 5-6: Francis T. Sganga, Project
Director, School Board of Volusir
County, Box 1910, Daytona Beach, Fla.
32015 (904 255-6475)

Individually Prescribed Elementary In-
struction Program (Grade level 1-8), Ola
R Dupree, Project Direr tor, P 0 Box
1227, Valdosta, Ca 31601. (912,242-
0986)

Curriculum Change ThrGugh Nongraded
Individualization (Grade 5-91, Dar-
rell (wed(' Project Director, Route 2,
Box 294A, Blackfoot, Idaho 83221.
(208 684-4450)

SOLVE iGrade level K-121, Glcrdon C.
Belden, Project Director, 3' Pleasant St ,
Concord, N H 03301. (603:221-9461)

Individualized Languav Arts Diagnosis,
Prescription and Evaluation (Grade level:
K-121. Jeanette Alder, Project Director,
Roosevelt School, Louisa Place, Weehaw-
ken. N I 07087 (201'865- 22741.

Project Open Classroom Thelma New-
man, Project Director, P 0 Box 1110,
Wayne, N J 07470 1201'696-3363)

LEMLearning Experience Module
Eleanor Russo, Project Director, Fanny
M Hollers School, Longview Ave , Hack-
ensack, N J 07601 (201-488-41001

STAY: (School to Aid Youth) (Grade
level 1-3), Tom Butler, Project Director,
40(1 N Broadway, Moore Public Schools,
Moore, Okla 73060 (405/794-6636)

A Systems Approach to Individualized
Instruction W Dale Fallow, Project
Director, 310 San Francisco St , Grants
Pass, Ore 97526. (503/479- 6433).

Alternate Learning Project (ALP) (Grade
level 9-12), Lawrence Faros, Project
Director, 180-82 Pine St Providence, R.I.
02903 (401 272-1450).
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Project CAMConcepts and Materials
Lawrence T Mello, Project Director, 321
F Main Rd , Portsmouth, R I. 02871.
(401 846- 70861

Identification and Remediation-Learning
Disabilities Robert R Farrald and John
D Balfany, Project Directors, 701 South
Western, Sioux Falls, 5 D 57104
(605'336- 30961.

A Project to Develop and Test Follow-
Through Techniques for Encouraging
DSII Visitors to Initiate Individualized In-
struction Programs after Visitation N W
Kilgore, Project Director, Tyler Independ-
ent School District, P.O Box 237, 1312
W 8th 51, Tyler, Tex 75701. 1214 597-
5511)

Utah System Approach to Individualized
Learning (Grade level K-6) Carma M.
Hales, Project Director, 1421 S 2200
last, Salt lake City, Utah 84108.
(801'582-1344).

Project PLACEPersonalized Learning
Activity Centers for Education i( -ade
level K-6), Edwin L. Warehime, Project
Director, 10th and Court Sts , Lynchburg,
Va 24504 (804/847-1364)

Reinforcing Personalized instruction
(Grade level K-6), Paul Novak, Project
Director, 436 E 22nd Ave , Torrington,
Wyo 82240. (307/532-2643).

SPECIAL EDUCATION

Comprehensive Services for Children
(Grade level 1-6), Wayne E Bradshaw,
Prole( t Director, Dothan City Schools,
P () Box 1188, Dothan, Ala 36301.
(205'792-0077).

Focus Preschool Developmental Prob-
lems (Age level. 3-51, Thomas Hockman,
Project Director, Colorado Springs Public
Schools, Department of Special Educa-
tion, 1115 N. El Paso St , Colorado
Springs, Colo. 80903. (303/633-8773).

Project 3R (Age level: 5 -13): George
Bondra, Project Director, Center School,
East Granby, Conn. 06026. (203/653-
2556).

Auditory Perceptual and Language Devel-
opment Training Program (Grade level:
1-2); Elsie M Geddes, Project Director,
1207 Fort St , Boise, Idaho 83702.
(208/342-4543).

Individualized Multi-Sensory Approach to
Learning Disabilities (Grade level 9-11);

Landis, P,oject Director, Lincoln Com-
munity High School, Dist ict *404, 1000
Primm Rd , Lincoln, III. 62656. (217/732-
4131).

Early Prevention of School Failure (Grade
level kindergarten); Luceille Werner,
Project Director, 114 N. 2nd St., Peo-
tone, III. 60468. (312/258-3478).

Curriculum Prescription and Develop-
ment for Handicapped Children in Ten
Central Indiana School Corporations
Rolla 1 Pruett, Project Director, M.S.D.
Wayne Township, Marion County, 1220
S. High School Rd., Indianapolis, Ind.
46241. (317/244-0401).

Re-Education for Emotionally Disturbed
(Grade level: 1-6); Donald R. Alwes Sr.,
Project Director, Jefferson County Board
of Education, 3332 Newburg Rd., Louis-
ville, Ky. 40218. (502/425-9602).

Project Learning DisabilitiesLady Iden-
tification and Intervention (Grade level:
K-6), Nancy Hoepffner, Project Director,
1515 S. Salcedo St., New Orleans, La.

70125.(504/865- 7781).

Early Intervention to Prevent Learning
Problems (Grade level: K-1); Jewell Mak-
olin, Project Director, Carroll County
Board of Education, Box 500, Westmins-
ter, Md. 21157. (301/848-8280).

FAST(Functional Systems Approach
Learning Disabilities) (Grade level: K-6);
Herb Escott, Priiject Director, Essexville-
Hampton School District, 303 Pine St.,
Essexville, Mich. 48732. (517/893-4533).

Special Education Cooperative (Grade
level: K-12); Marvin D. Hammarback,
Project Director, 1191/2 N. Broadway,
Crookston, Minn. 56716. (218/281-2130).

Behavior Modification of Emotionally
Disturbed Children (Grade level: 1-6);
William L. Findley, Project Director, 801
2nd Ave. N., Great Falls, Mont. 59401.
(406.'761-5800).

Project Success for the SLD Child (Grade
level: 1-61; Richard Metteer, Project
Director, Wayne Public Schools, District
17, 611 W. 7th St., Wayne, Neb. 68787.
(402/375-3854).

Engineered Classroom for Students Who
Are Both Educable Handicapped and Be-
haviorally Maladaptive Stanley Wilcox,
Project Director, Papillion Public



Schools, 130 W. 1st St , Papillio, Neb.
68046. (402/339-3411).

Learning Center: Integrated Alternative
to Special Education (Age level: 5-12);
John Jay McCool, Project Director, Wins-
low Township Board of Education, Cen-
tral Ave , Blue Anchor, N J. 08037.
(609/561-4102).

Prescriptive Teaching Workshop (Grade
level: 1-5); Joseph Romanko, Project
Director, 309 South St., New Providence,
N.J. 07974. (609/464-9450)

The Center for Multiple-Handicapped
Children (Age level: 4-17); Edmund
Horan, Project Director, 105 F 106th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10029. (212/722-0605).

A Comprehensive Program for Severely
Physically Handicapped (Grade level: el-
ementary and secondary), Nicholas Zona,
Project Director, 13 S. Fitzhugh St.,
Rochester, N.Y. 14614. (716,232-4860).

Program Models for EMR Studen:s
Thomas Noffsinger, Project Director,
7090 Hopkins Rd., Mentor, Ohio 44060.
(216/255-6070).

Speech Tele-Van (Grade level: )re-
school -high school); Alan Olsen, Project
Director, Marion Intermediate Education
District, 681 Center St. N.E., Salem, Ore.
97301. (503/588-5330).

Modification of Children's Oral Language
James D. Bryden, Project Director, De-
partment of Communication Disorders,
Bloomsburg State College, Bloomsburg,
Pa. 17815. (717/389 2217).

Handicapped and Normal Children
Learning Together (Grade level: K-6);
Eben J. Robinson, Project Director, Briga-
doon Elementary School, 3601 S.W.
336th St., Federal Way, Wash. 98002.
(206/27-7712).

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Mother and Child Learning Veam (Age
level: 3-5); Servando B. Carrillo, Project
Director, 2411 E. Buckeye Rd., Phoenix,
Ariz. 85034. (602/273-1333).

ESEA Title III Parent-Child Mobile Class-
rooms (Age level: 3-4); Carrie B. Daw-
son, Project Director, School City of
Gary, 620 E. 10th Place, Gary, Ind.
46402. (219/886-3111).

Insight Unlimited (Age level: preschool-
secondary); Fred Glancy, Project Direc-
tor, Delaware Community School Corp.,
Rural Route #3, Muncie, Ind. 47302.
(317/288-5599).

Model Early Childhood Learning Program
(Age level: 3-7); Alice Pinderhughes,
Project Director, School 112A, Calvert
and 23rd Sts., Baltimore, Md. 21218.
101/467-4000 x2112).

Pare-it Padinefs Education Project
K. Bert, Project Director, Redford

Union School tort, 18499 Beech Daly
Rd., Detroit, Mich. 48240. (313/535-2000
x201).

A Model Early Childhood Education Pro-
gram (Age level: 4-5), Pam Whittington,
Project Director, Box 771, New Albany,
Miss. 38652. (601/534-7614).

Project SEE: Specific Education of the
Eye (Grade level: preschool-5); Milton
Knobler, Project Director, Union Town-
ship Board of Education, 2369 Morris
Ave., Union, N.J. 07083. (201/688-1200).

SEARCH (Social and Economic Adjust-
ment of Retarded Children) (Age level:
2-6); Ann L. Halstead, Project Director,
146 S. Catherine St., P.O. Box 925, Platts-
burgh, N.Y. 12901. (518/561-1341).

East Harlem Home Pre-School Learning
Program (Grade level: preschool); Shirley
Munoz, Project Director, 174 E. 104th
St., NVW York, N.Y. 10029. (212/427-
6201).

Preschool Learning Adjustment Needs
(Grade level: preschool); Richard L. Hills,
Project Director, 1236 Napoleon St., Fre-
mont, Ohio 43420. (419/334-2660).

Impact of a Pre-School and Interracial
Program (Age level: 3-5); Judy Barg,
Project Director, 230 E. '3th St., Cincin-
nati, Ohio 45202. (513/369-4000).

Helping Eliminate Early Learning Disabili-
ties (Grade level: preschool); William B.
Brewster, Project Director, 451 N. 2nd
St., Central Point, Ore. 97501. (503/664-
3341).

Early Childhood Education at Home
(Grade level: preschool); Mary JoAnn Ri-
chards, Project Director, Regional Educa-
tional Service Agency, Region VIII, Cur-
riculum Improvement Center, 615 W.
King St., Martinsburg, W. Va. 25401.
(304/263-8948).

ESEA TITLE Ill: Strategies in Early Child-
hood Education (Grade level: early pri-
mary); Robert Schramm, Project Director,
Cooperative Educational Service Agency
#13, 908 W. Main St., Waupun, Wis.
53%3. (414/324-4461).

TEACHER/STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Creativity in the Classroom (Grade level:
2-12); Joan Avitabile, Project Director, 69
Grand Ave., New Haven, Conn. 06511.
(203/562-0151 x238).

Training Center for Open Space Schools
(Grade level: 4-13); Hattie H. Davis, Co-
Project Director, 415 12th St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20004. (202/638-6871).

Project Success Environment: An Ap-
proach to Community Education Im-
provement (Grade level: 1-8); Marion

Thompson, Project Director, 892 Vedado
Way, N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 30308. (404/874-
5771).

Project League: Learner Guided Educa-
tion (Grade level: K-6); Leslie C. Bernal,
Project Director, 101 Mill Rd., Chelms-
ford, Mass. 01824. (617/246-3986).

A County Training Program in Behavior
Modification (Grade level: K -12(; Barbara
Pentre & Hilde Weisert, Project Direc-
tors, Palisades Park Schools, 249 Leonia
Ave., Bogota, H.J. 07603. (201/487-2707).

Interning for Learning (Grade level: K-8);
Harry Brown, Project Director, Dennis
Township Public Schools, Dennisville,
N.J. 08214. (609/861-2821).

A Synthesis Approach to Teacher Self-
Evaluation (Grade level: 6-8); William C.
Moritz, Project Director, 2345 S. Detroit,
Maumee, Ohio 43537. (419/893-4611).

Open Education (College-level teacher
training); Robert J. Labriola, Project
Director, Research and Learning Center,
Millersville State College, Millersvide, Pa.
17551. (717/872-5411 x652).

Project Secondary English-Teaching
English to the Disadvantaged Student
(Grade level: 7-12); Stuart R. Brown,
Project Director, Box 1069, Lancaster,
S.C. 29720. (803/283-4377).

Region XIII Education Service Center,
Austin, Texas Joe Parks, Project Director,
6504 Tracor Lane, Austin, Tex. 78721.
(512/926-8080).

Staff Development in Creativity (Grade
level: 4-6); Edward Guziewski, Project
Director, Oregon Consolidated Schocls,
200 N. Main St., Oregon, Wis. 53575.
(608/835-3161).

Interact Gregory McElwee, Project Direc-
tor, Cedarburg Public Schools, 439 N.
Evergreen Dr., Cedarburg, 530'12.
(414/377-4121).

In-Service Training for Teachers of Natu-
ral Sciences (Grade level: 1-9); Jesus
Vega Martinez, Superintendent of Schools,
Humacao, Puerto Rico. (809/852-1434).

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Environmental Laboratory (Grade level:
K-12); Hess G. Wilson, Project Director,
Administration Bldg., Blount Rd., New
Castle, Del. 19720. (302/328-7572).

Project ECO, An Environmental Curricu-
lum Opportunity (Grade level: elemen-
tary and secondary); Luther Kiser, Project
Directcr, 120 S. Kellogg, Ames, Iowa
50010. (515/232-3400).

Maine Environmental Education Project
(Grade level: K-12); Dean B. Bennett,
Project Director, Intermediate School,
Yarmouth, Me. 04096. (207/846-3392).
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Project Adventure R-dade level) high
school); Robert R ()tit:, Project Direc-
tor, 775 Bay Rd, Hamilton, Mass. 019(6.
1617 468-1766).

Environmental Ecological Education (EEL)
(Grade level: K-12). Verlin .1. Abbott,
Prole( t 1)irector, Parkway Sc hoot District,
Administration Bldg., 455 N. Woods Mill
Rd., Chesterfield, Mo. 63017. (314/434-
((412_).

The Pollution Control Education Center
(Gracie level: K-12); Charles Murphy,
Project Director, Union Township Board
of Education, 2369 Morris Ave., Union,
N J. 07083. 1201'688- 12(X)).

Southern Cayuga Atmospherium-Planetar-
ium (Grade level: K-12); John A. Oliver,
Project Director, Southern Cayuga Cen-
tral, Poplar Ridge, N.Y. 13139. (315/364-
77 371.

The Interlakes Environmental and Out-
door Education Program (Grade level:
K-8); Major L. Boddicker, Project Direc-
tor, Chester Area Schools, No. 34, Ches-
ter, S.D. 57016. (605/489-2416).

ACADEMIC CURRICULUM

Decision Making Through Inquiry (Grade
level: 1-6); Lucille K. Sherman, Project
Director, Carrcroft Elementary School,
mount Pleasant School District, Wilming-
ton, Del. 19803. (302.1762-6110 x217).

Pre-Algebra Development Centers (Grade
level: 9); Dorothy Strong, Project Direc-
tor, Chicago School Board, 1750 E. 71st
St., Chicago, III. 60649. (313/955-0600).

Design of Management-by-Objectives
System for East Allen County Schools
Daryl R. Yost and Julie Bauer, Project
Directors, East Allen County Schools,
1240 U.S. 30 E., New Haven, Ind. 46774.
(219 749-5143).

Comprehensive Curriculum and Staff De-
velopnient Jack Neel, Project Director,
Bowling Green Board of Education, 224
E. 12th St., Bowling Green, Ky. 42101.
i502 745-2451).

Demonstration Evaluation Center (Grade
level: 2-12); E. Daniel Eckberg, Project
Director, Hopkins Schools, 1001 Highway
#7, Hopkins, Minn. 55343. (612 ;935
5571).

Conceptually Oriented Mathematics Pro-
gram (Grade level; 1-8). Alta M. Harness,
Project Director, 310 N. Providence, Co-
lumbia, Mo. 65201. (314/443-4013).

MOPPET (Media Oriented Program
Promoting Exploration in Teaching)
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Grade level: K-6); Alfred Kohler, Project
Director, Indiana Avenue School, Indiana
Ave., Iselin, N.I. 08830. (201'283-0330).

Dale Avenue Urban Early Childhood Ed-
ucation Project (Grade level: preprimary
and primary); Helen B. Hanson, Project
Direc tor, Dale Avenue Sc hool, 21 Dale
Ave., Paterson, N.J. 07505. (201/271-
3375).

Basic Skills Through Practical Arts (Grade
level: K-8); Clayton R. Haynes, Project
Director, 417 S. College St., Covington,
Tenn. 38019. (901/476-5514).

LRC Computer Network (Grade level:
secondary); Robert P. Perry, Project
Director, Campus Box 16, Bluefield State
College, Bluefield, W. Va. 24701.
(304/327-5951).

Wyoming Model Laboratory Mathematics
Project (WYMOLAMP) (Grade level: K-
12); David Flory, Project Director, School
District No. 25, 121 N. 5th St. W., River-
ton, Wyo. 82501. (307/856-5102).

SPECIAL CURRICULUM AREAS

S.P.H.E.R.E. INC. David P. Kern, Project
Director, 47 Vine St., Hartford, Conn.
06112. (203/525-3195).

Health and Optimum Physical Education
(Grade level: 1 -6(; Martha F. Owens,
Project Director, Box 141, Ocilla, Ga.
31774. (912.'468-70901.

Media Now (Grade level: secondary;;
William Horner and Ron Curtis, Project
Directors, Southwest Iowa Learning Re-
sources Center, 401 Reed St., Red Oak.
Iowa 51566. (712/623-4913).

Urban Arts Program (Grade level: 1-12);
Wallace Kennedy, Project Director, Min-
neapolis Public Schools, Special School
District #1, 807 N.E. Broadway, Minne-
apolis, Minn. 55413. (612/333-7625).

Education Services for Young Parents
Anna F. Kelly, Family Learning Center,
225 Comstock St., New Brunswick, N.J.
08902. (201/247-2600).

Learner Orientation to Technology Wal-
ter Knipe, Project Director, 1224 Walnut
St., Grand Forks, N.D. 58201. (701/772-
6883).

Developing Curricula for Education of
Youth in Meeting Modern Problems-
The Constructive Control of Aggressive
Behavior (Grade level: 1-12); John R.

Rowe, Coordinator, 16600 Hilliard Rd.,
Lakewood, Ohio 44107. (216/579-4267).

Developing Curriculum for Education of
Youth in Meeting Modern Problems
(Grade level: K-12); William J. Parrish,

Project Director, 348 W. 1st St., Dayton,
Ohio 45402. (513/461-3350).

Laboratory Science Program in Clover
(Grade level: 5-7); Sara Dillard, Project
Director, Clover Middle School, Wilson
St., Clover, S.C. 29710. (803/222-9503).

The Multi - Media Approach to Learning
(Grade level: 7-8); Betty Martin, Project
Director, 240 N. Pleasantburg Drive,
Greenville, S.C. 29606. /803/242-6450).

Exploring Creative Frontiers Shirley C.
Heim, Project Director, Route 2, Box
20-A, Stafford, Va. 22554. (703/659-3141
x9).

Occupational Versatility John Lavender,
Project Director, Highline School District
#401, 15675 Ambaum Blvd. S.W., Seat-
tle, Wash. 98166. (206/433-2487).

READING

PEGASUS- Personalized Educational
Growth and Achievement: Selective Uti-
lization of Staff Marie Sinclair, Project
Director, Tuscaloosa City Schools, 1100
21st St. E., Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35401.
(205/758-3845).

Early Childhood Preventive Curriculum
Richard 0. White, Project Director,
School Board of Dade County, Lindsey
Hopkins Education Center, 1410 N.E. 2nd
Ave., Miami, Fla. 33132. (305/350-3354).

Summer Television Arithmetic and Read-
ing (Grade level: 1-9); Jack W. Hum-
phrey, Project Director, Evansville Van-
derburgh School Corp., 1 S.E. Ninth St.,
Evansville, Ind. 47708. (812/426-5061).

Vocational Reading Power (Grade level:
11-12); Roy J. Butz, Project Director,
Oakland Schools, 2100 Pontiac Lake Rd.,
Pontiac, Mich. 48054. (313/338-1011).

Project INSTRUCT (Grade level: K-3);
Carl R. Spencer, Project Director, Lincoln
Public Schools, 720 S. 22nd St., Lincoln,
Neb. 68508. (402/475-1081).

Accountability in Primary Reading Educa-
tion (Grade level: 1-3); Barbara Tapscott,
Project Director, Burlington City Schools,
206 Fisher St., Burlington, N.C. 27215.
(919/227-6251).

Measurable Extensions to Reading (Grade
level: 5-8); Charles Cheney, Project
Director, L. E. Berger Middle School,
West Fargo, N.D. 58078. (701/282-0530).

Itinerancy of Specialized Educational
Services for Low Social-Economic De-
prived Areas in Ciales School District
(Grade level: 1-12); Jose M. Sanchez
Torres, Project Director, Department of
Education, Avenue Teniente Gonzalez,
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico. (809/871-3345).


